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NEWS

Jeonju, a New Mecca of
Film Production

The city of Jeonju, which has held the Jeonju IFF for 20 years, now
enjoys another nickname as a mecca of film production. Jeonju Film
Commission explains that 60 percent of Parasite by BONG Joon
Ho was shot in Jeonju Film Studio Complex. Many film productions
have lined up for using the studio and outdoor site of Jeonju. GONG
Yoo and PARK Bo-gum’s upcoming movie Seo-bok (tentative title) is
being produced in the studio. It is the story of Ki-heon (GONG Yoo), a
former intelligence agent who awaits death and crosses path with the
first human clone Seo-bok (PARK Bo-gum). He is caught in dangerous
incidents with forces who strive to possess the clone. It is the latest
film by LEE Yong-ju, known for Possessed and Architecture 101 . Film
White Day is also scheduled to shoot in the Jeonju studio, starring
PARK Yoo-na and Chan-hee, a member of K-pop group SF9, who is
known for his part in TV drama Sky Castle (2019). Such popularity
of the studio comes from its differentiated tactics to build the indoor
studio (J1 studio: 1,044㎡ and J2 studio: 792㎡) and the outdoor site
(48,888㎡) for establishing additional sets. Since its opening in April
2008, Jeonju Film Studio Complex has been used for 88 projects,
including The Unjust (2010), War of the Arrows (2011), Love 911 (2012),
The Throne (2015), and Innocent Witness (2019) for 6,305 days in
total (4,882 days for indoor and 1,423 days for outdoor). Among the
projects, Battlefield Heroes (2011), Secretly Greatly (2013), The Fatal
Encounter (2014) and A Werewolf Boy (2012) drew more than three
million viewers. Jeonju studio is proud of its contribution to improving
the quality of film and boosting box office results.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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SONG Kang-ho and
LEE Byung-hun are
set to team
Superstars SONG Kang-ho and LEE Byunghun are set to team up for the fourth time in
Emergency Declaration (translated title) from
The King (2017) director HAN Jae-rim. The
project is described as a disaster film set on
a plane. One of Korea’s most beloved actors,
SONG Kang-ho recently appeared in BONG
Joon Ho’s Parasite , and the period drama The
King’s Letters . LEE Byung-hun is known for
both his major roles in Korea, which include A
Bittersweet Life (2005) and Inside Men (2015),
and in Hollywood blockbusters G.I. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra and RED 2 .
SONG and LEE previously shared the screen
in PARK Chan-wook’s Joint Security Area /
JSA (2000), and two films by KIM Jee-woon,
The Good, The Bad, And The Weird (2008)
and The Age of Shadows (2016). Director HAN
Jae-rim debuted in 2005 with Rules Of Dating
and went on the make The Show Must Go On
(2007) and The Face Reader (2013), both with
SONG, before making the prosecutor saga The
King (2017). Emergency Declaration is in preproduction and aiming to go before cameras
early next year.
by Pierce Conran | Photographed by Cine21

SONG Kang-ho

LEE Byung-hun

Netflix Enters ROUND SIX with
HWANG Dong-hyuk

Director HWANG Dong-hyuk

Netflix is partnering with one of Korea’s most successful directors
for an upcoming series. Director HWANG Dong-hyuk will helm the
series Round Six . The show will follow a group of people unlucky in
life who are given an opportunity to participate in a survival game,
the winner of which could win USD 10 million. The showdown
takes place at an undisclosed location and continues until one
person remains to claim the prize. The series is said to incorporate
elements from popular Korean children’s games, including the ‘squid
game’, which will be the Korean title of the show.
Director HWANG is known for a slew of hits, which include the
abuse drama Silenced (2011), the fantasy drama Miss Granny (2014)
and the period siege drama The Fortress (2017).
Round Six joins a growing slate of Netflix Original productions
coming out of Korea. The hit period zombie drama Kingdom , from
director KIM Seong-hun (Tunnel , 2016) and writer KIM Eunhee, which stars RYU Seung-ryong, JU Ji-hoon and BAE Doona, is currently shooting its second season, while the romcom
webtoon adaptation Love Alarm (2019) premiered this summer
and the fantasy action-drama The School Nurse Files , from
director LEE Kyoung-mi (The Truth Beneath , 2016), is currently
filming. Casting and production details for the series have yet to
be announced.

RYU Jun-yeol and
KIM Tae-ri Confirmed for
As-Yet Untitled Project
Director CHOI Dong-hoon is reportedly close
to getting his next film underway, which will
be a simultaneously filmed two-part sci-fi film
featuring aliens. RYU Jun-yeol and KIM Taeri have been confirmed for both instalments of
the series, while both Gianna JUN (aka JUN Jihyun) and KIM Woo-bin are also rumored to have
been offered roles, per earlier reports. RYU Junyeol of A Taxi Driver (2017) and Believer (2018)
recently scored box office hits with the financial
thriller Money (2019) and the period actiondrama The Battle: Roar to Victory (2019). After
rising to prominence in PARK Chan-wook’s The
Handmaiden (2016), KIM Tae-ri also starred
in 1987: When the Day Comes (2017). She is
currently shooting the space drama Victory Ship
(translated title) with SONG Joong-ki. KIM and
RYU featured together on screen in last year’s
Little Forest (2018). Known for Tazza: The High
Rollers (2006) and The Thieves (2012), director
CHOI was only the second Korean filmmaker
to direct two films that welcomed over ten
million viewers, achieving the milestone with
Assassination in 2015. AHN Soo-hyun of Caper
Film is producing the as-yet untitled project.
by Pierce Conran | Photographed by Cine21

by Pierce Conran | Photographed by SON Hong-joo

RYU Jun-yeol

KIM Tae-ri
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KOFIC NEWS

KOFIC’s Forum for
ASEAN-ROK Filmmakers
Korean Film Council (KOFIC, Chairperson OH Seok-geun)
held “ASEAN-ROK Filmmakers Brainstorming Session” in
Busan on August 16-17, 2019. In its initiative for setting up
the ASEAN-ROK Film Cooperation Organisation, KOFIC
hosted the session to facilitate exchange among Asian
filmmakers and to discuss possible programs and policies for
sustainable development of Asia’s film industry.
30 participants from Korea and 9 ASEAN countries
gathered for an in-depth discussion on each film sector.
Korean participants include OH Seok-guen, Chairperson
of KOFIC; JO Seong-won, Director of Korean Academy of
Film Arts; WON Dong-yeon, producer of Along with the
Gods series; MIN Kyu-dong, director of Herstory ; and CHOI
Jeong-hwa, producer of The Age of Shadows . International
participants are from 9 ASEAN countries, including
Brunei, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, and the
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Philippines. For two days, the participants shared ideas
in the case study of Creative Europe which was the model
for the ASEAN-ROK Film Cooperation Organisation,
and six themes, including education and training, film
production and investment, film distribution, audience
and film festival, discovery and conservation of classic
films, and study of film policy and strategy. Each country
shared current situations and ideas about each topic
through various resources and visual materials.
Participants are keenly aware of the need for continuous
solidarity and collaboration among film professionals
for the development of Asian films. In the forum, the
participants also sought specific measures to promote
the Asian film’s ecosystem. KOFIC plans events for more
exchange and collaboration among countries.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

Korean Diaspora via Film
KOFIC offered a filmmaking workshop called “Film Academy
for Young Ethnic Koreans in Uzbekistan” in Tashkent for three
weeks from July 22 to August 9, 2019. Chairperson OH sent a
video message for the commencement ceremony held in the House
of Korean Culture & Art. He said, “Through the medium of film,
young ethnic Koreans and Korean filmmakers could learn about
each other.” At the ceremony, H.E. KANG Jae-kwon, Ambassador of
the Republic of Korean to Uzbekistan said, “It is quite meaningful
to have this film academy in this year when we celebrate the 100th
anniversary of Korean cinema and the 100th anniversary of Korea’s
Provisional Government. I hope that this workshop will help ethnic
Koreans play their parts for the development of the film industry in
Uzbekistan. Director KIM Yong-hoon of KAFA’s Education Bureau
who was in charge of the program says, “Despite the scorching
heat of over 45 degrees Celsius, trainees were actively involved
in the program and showed great interest in Korean films. Four
professional directors offered some tailored trainings for novice
participants and resulted in positive outcomes in such a short time.”
In the program, 29 participants worked with instructors for two
weeks and produced 4 short films to screen them before 400 ethnic
Koreans at the graduation ceremony. The Association of Korean
Cultural Centers of the Republic of Uzbekistan offered supports
and special performances and presented a plaque of appreciation to
KOFIC. KOFIC’s program showed that a filmmaking workshop for
young Koreans who reside outside Korea can make them strongly
bonded with their home country. KOFIC will continue to spread the
value of Korean diaspora in foreign countries via films.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)

A Celebration for Parasite,
the Winner of Palme d’Or

On June 26 in Seoul, KOFIC (Chairperson OH
Seok-geun) hosted a party to celebrate Parasite ’s
achievement at the Cannes Film Festival and
to recognize all the people involved with the
film. The party was joined by 150 people for the
production, including director BONG Joon Ho,
cinematographer HONG Kyeong-pyo, art director
LEE Ha-joon, KWAK Sin-ae, CEO of Barunson
E&A, and cast members such as SONG Kangho, LEE Sun-kyun, JO Yeo-jeong, CHOI Wooshik, PARK So-dam, JANG Hye-jin, LEE Jungeun, and PARK Myeong-hoon. Chairperson OH
mentioned, “In this year marking the 100th
anniversary of Korean cinema, the feat of
winning the Palme d’Or is such a huge news
for Korea’s film industry and a great payoff for
the production team that worked hard. KOFIC
will continue its support for Korean films to be
recognized in the international arena.” CHOI
Woo-shik said, “All the production crew worked
hard to make the film possible.” Director BONG
said, “Thanks to the great passion of all the
crew, the film could be recognized in Korea and
abroad.” Parasite was also selected as Korea’s
2020 Oscar Contender for the Best Foreign
Language Film.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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BOX OFFICE

2019 Box Office
Summer Season
Report

Parasite

Disney and PARASITE
Lead Summer
As it has for the past few years, the
summer season brought with it mixed
fortunes at the Korean box office. With
a constant onslaught on Hollywood
tentpoles (Disney notably leading the
way this year), Korean films often
took a backseat to imports, with a few
notable exceptions, and even the usually
lucrative late summer school holiday
season was less active than it has been
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in the past. In the period from May
Day until the end of August, overall
admissions handily outstripped recent
years while the performance of local
titles remained level with the past few
years, albeit with a smaller share of the
overall pie.
The second trimester of 2019 welcomed
a total of 87.61 million visitors to
theaters, which represents an 8%

increase over 2018 and was the second
highest admissions figure on record,
second only to 2016’s 91.33 million
sales. Things were even rosier on the
revenue front with KRW 742.86 billion
worth of tickets being snatched, once
again an 8% rise over the previous year
and an all-time record, slightly edging
out 2016’s 736.09 billion, owing to a
nominal rise in ticket prices over the

Top 10 Films for 2nd Quarter of 2019
ALL FILMS
Title

KOREAN FILMS
Admissions Country

Title

Admissions

1 Aladdin

12.53 mil

USA

1 Parasite

10.08 mil

2 Parasite

10.08 mil

KOR

2 EXIT

8.80 mil

3 EXIT

8.80 mil

KOR

3 The Battle: Roar to Victory

4.68 mil

4 Spider-Man: Far from Home

8.02 mil

USA

4 The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil

3.64 mil

5 Avengers: Endgame

6.60 mil

USA

5 Miss & Mrs. Cops

1.63 mil

6 The Lion King

4.74 mil

USA

6 The Divine Fury

1.61 mil

7 The Battle: Roar to Victory

4.68 mil

KOR

7 Inseparable Bros

1.44 mil

8 Toy Story 4

3.40 mil

USA

8 Metamorphosis

1.37 mil

9 The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil

3.64 mil

KOR

9 Long Live the King

1.09 mil

10 Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw

3.33 mil

USA

10 The King’s Letters

0.95 mil

past three years.
Admissions for Korean films stood at
39.88 million, which was marginally
higher than the local totals for 2018
and 2017, but notably below the second
trimester totals for each year from 2012
to 2016, when the figures ranged from
41.47 million to 51.94 million. Owing
to Hollywood’s advance, local films saw
their market share dip to 45.5%, the
lowest figure for the period since the
44.9% share recorded in 2011.
Combined with the stellar first four
months of the year, the admissions
total at the Korean box office for the
year up until the end of August stands
at an impressive 156.02 million, which
is 3.5% above the previous record set
in 2016. Likewise, overall revenue
blew up to KRW 1.32 billion, an 8%
advance from last year’s record setting
year. The Korean admissions figure for
those eight months stood at a healthy
78.2 million, the third highest total on
record, behind 2013 (86.04 million) and
2016 (80.13 million). As of August 31,

Aladdin

the Korean industry held a slight 50.1%
market lead, the first majority share for
local films since 2016.

The Ten Million Club Expands
The all-time charts experienced quite
a shakeup over the past few months,
with three titles crossing the ten
million viewer mark since early May,
bringing the year’s total to four, equal
to 2014’s record, though with four full
months left to improve on it. These
new addition brought the ten million
club’s membership rolls to 26. Joining
Extreme Job , which became the second
highest grossing film of all time after
its Lunar New Year release, was
Avengers: Endgame . The Marvel title
is now the highest grossing foreign film
of all time in the Korean market, with
just shy of 14 million viewers, and fifth
overall. Buoyed by its Palme d’Or win
at the Cannes Film Festival, Parasite
managed to creep past the mark in
early summer (reaching 23rd on the
all time list), making BONG Joon Ho

only the third filmmaker to record
two ten million viewer hits (his first
was The Host in 2006). Perhaps the
most surprising of all was the massive
success of Disney’s live action update
of Aladdin , which remained on or close
to the top of the charts for over two
months as it found its way to over 12.5
million viewers, the third best total for
a foreign film ever and ninth overall.

Avengers and the Cannes Bump
Avengers sucked up much of the
business in multiplexes when it opened
in April, but a pair of modest Korean
titles proved to be potent counterprogramming at the beginning of May.
Heartwarming comedy Inseparable
Bros and the female buddy cop actioncomedy Miss & Mrs. Cops both scored
with audiences, and wound up with 1.44
million and 1.63 million admissions,
respectively.
The film that finally unseated
Avengers: Endgame after four weeks of
chart-topping victories was LEE Won-
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My name is KIm Bok-dong

tae’s serial killer thriller and gangster
drama combo The Gangster, The Cop,
The Devil , starring Don LEE (aka MA
Dong-seok) of The Outlaws (2017)). The
film opened around the same time as it
bowed as a midnight screening at the
Cannes Film Festival, following in the
footsteps of films such as TRAIN TO
BUSAN (2016), another hit featuring
Don LEE. From the recently formed
local distributor Acemaker Movieworks,
the thriller secured itself a spot in the
top 10 during the trimester with 3.64
million viewers.
Director BONG Joon Ho is no stranger
to box office success, having held the
crown of most successful Korean film of
all time with The Host for eight years,
until Roaring Currents sailed in in the
summer of 2014, but few could have
predicted just how well his new family
comedy, drama and thriller mashup
Parasite would perform. The film
opened in Korea on May 30 on a wave
of curiosity and anticipation, that was
given a massive boost after it became
the first ever Korean film to win the
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Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival.
Some of the Korean films that have
previously screened at the prestigious
festival may have experienced nominal
box office bumps, but Parasite ’s success
was something else entirely. The Palme
d’Or win was national news in Korea
and the ever-present media coverage
along with a huge sense of national
pride at the film's achievement gave
Parasite a massive opening weekend,
the best in Director BONG’s career.

Impression of The Mouse House
The late spring to mid-summer stretch
is typically dominated by Hollywood
tentpoles but while that remained the
case in 2019, by and large the hits came
from the same company, as Disney
continued its colossal assault on the
global box office this year with hit after
hit. The studio was responsible for
four of the top eight films from May to
August in Korea, with a partial stake
in a fifth. Following on from the March
success of Captain Marvel , Avengers:
Endgame became the top grossing

foreign title of all time in the market
after being released in late April and
just a month later, Aladdin proved
especially popular in Korea. The colorful
musical with Will SMITH turned into
the surprise phenomenon of the summer
as it refused to go away, staying in the
top two spots for 9 weeks, and claiming
the top spot for three of those.
Pixar’s Toy Story 4 opened in first
place on June 20 and spent four weeks
in the top three, eventually drawing
3.4 million viewers. Two weeks later,
another Marvel Studios film, SpiderMan: Far from Home , which is a Sony
Pictures titles with Disney acting as a
minority stakeholder, began its assault
on the charts. The film exceeded its
already very successful predecessor,
winding up with 8.02 million spectators,
the fourth best performance of the
period. Coming in at sixth on the charts
for the period was The Lion King ,
another live action Disney update which
opened on July 17. The film ultimately
sold 4.74 million tickets. The only other
foreign film to crack the top ten was
Universal’s hit spinoff Fast & Furious
Pesents: Hobbs & Shaw, which revved
its way to 3.33 million admissions in
late August. Generally considered one
of the four busiest box office corridors
of the year (along with the Lunar New
Year and Chuseok holidays, as well
as the end-of-year period), the late
summer season is when school let out
for the holidays and when both heat
and humidity levels are at their most
intense. It’s typically a time when major
local films find their way into theaters,
after most of the big Hollywood titles
have finished sweeping early summer
crowds. 2019 was no exception, with
four major homegrown films released
during the last two weeks of July and
the first weekend of August.

The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil

Kicking things off was Megabox Plus
M’s Joseon Era period drama The
King’s Letters , with SONG Kang-ho
of Parasite playing King Sejong as he
develops the famous Korean writing
system hangul with a monk played
by PARK Hae-il. The production was
rocked by the death of one of its stars,
JEON Mi-seon, shortly before its
premiered, and a string of controversies
concerning plagiarism and historical
inaccuracy ultimately made the film the
first casualty of the summer, as it failed
to cross the one million viewer mark.

EXIT Scales Slow Summer Season
Going head-to-head a week later were
CJ’s disaster action-comedy EXIT with
JO Jung-suk and Girls’ Generation star
LIM Yoona, and the exorcism actionhorror-thriller The Divine Fury from
director Jason KIM and star PARK
Seo-jun, the team behind 2017’s sleeper
hit Midnight Runners . While the
films initially looked as though they
were locked in a tight battle, EXIT
triumphed on opening day and ecstatic
word of mouth turned it into the local
hit of the summer season. The film
stayed in first place during its second

week and in the top three for a further
three, eventually claiming 9.39 million
admissions as of this writing, which
put it at number three on the trimester
chart. Meanwhile, audiences quickly
cooled on The Divine Fury, which
was positioned as an Along with the
Gods -style film by distributor Lotte
Cultureworks, but suffered from a
confusing mix of tones. The film closed
out its run with 1.6 million tickets sold.
Kicking off August was Showbox’s
Colonial Era independence fighter
action-drama The Battle: Roar to
Victory with RYU Jun-yeol and YOO
Hae-jin. The film opened a fraction
behind EXIT and remained a solid
presence throughout the month,
eventually garnering a solid 4.78
million viewers.
During the quieter late summer season
leading up to the Chuseok holidays, the
top performing title was the exorcism
horror Metamorphosis , which proved
to be a surprise success given the
disappointing returns of the similarlythemed The Divine Fury just a few
weeks earlier. Another hit for Acemaker
Movieworks, the film sold 1.37 million
tickets. While results were mixed for

Avengers: Endgame

some of the bigger Korean releases this
summer, one of the bright spots has
been the performance of local indie
films, a range of which were released
during August, many of them directed
by women and foregrounding women’s
stories. Leading the way was the
comfort women documentary My Name
Is KIM Bok-dong , which brought in an
impressive 82,000 viewers. KIM Bora’s
House of Hummingbird has sold 73,000
tickets as of this writing, with quite a
bit more on the way, while YOON Gaeun’s sophomore film The House of Us
is currently closing in on the 50,000
mark, which was the same tally as her
debut The World of Us (2016).
The Chuseok holiday is currently
underway in Korea and the early
winner appears to be CJ ENM’s actionthriller The Bad Guys: Reign of Chaos
with Don LEE, which has reached 2.68
million viewers in just five days. Lotte
Entertainment’s card shark sequel
Tazza: One Eyed Jack was second
over same period with 1.66 million
admissions and Contents Panda’s
family comedy CHEER UP, MR. LEE
was third with 885,000 sales.
by Pierce Conran
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BUSAN

KOREAN FILMS AT BIFF 2019

Making the Leap
into a New Era

12 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

The 24th Busan International Film Festival, taking place for ten days from October 3 to 12, has
great aspirations. This year’s goal is to achieve “a new leap that goes beyond normalization.”
In total, 303 works have been invited from 85 countries across the world, and both the opening
and closing films are by directors from New Currents. The opening film is The Horse Thieves.
Roads of Time co-directed by Yerlan NURMUKHAMBETOV and Lisa TAKEBA, who won New
Currents Award at the 20th BIFF in 2015. The closing film is Moonlit Winter by LIM Daehyung,
the winner of the 2018 ACF Production Support Fund.
As for the program, a new section — Icons — has been launched and the Asian Film Market
has been revamped, following the strategy of choice and concentration. Furthermore,
additional efforts have been made to discover works that represent the present and
future of Korean cinema. Let us take a look at various aspects of the Korean films
selected for the New Currents (the festival’s competition section), the Korean Cinema
Panorama, the Korean Cinema Vision, the Special Programs in Focus “The 100 Year
History of Korean Cinema: 10 Great Korean Films” (put together in celebration
of the centenary of Korean cinema) and the Korean Cinema Retrospective on
JUNG Il-sung.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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Korean Cinema is Evolving
JUNG Han-seok, Korean Cinema Section Programmer

“The Korean cinema program is the one that has seen the biggest
changes,” BIFF Festival Director Jay JEON stated during the press
conference that took place on September 4. Indeed, the Korean cinema
program of the 24th Busan International Film Festival shows various
changes, including an increased number of world premiere screenings
and overhauled sections. This decision is in line with the festival’s vision
to play an important role in discovering new talent within the Korean
film industry. JUNG Han-seok has newly joined BIFF as Korean Cinema
Programmer this year. Through his previous work with the film weekly
Cine21 and the bimonthly magazine of film criticism FILO, this criticturned-programmer has already proven himself a film critic with sharp
sensibilities. What impact will his keen perspective and insight have on
this year’s BIFF? His answers below will provide a hint.
14 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

What are your aspirations as a newly appointed Korean
cinema programmer?

When it comes to programming, my predecessor,
Chief Programmer NAM Dong-chul, had always
made the best possible choices. I only hope I can fill
his shoes. Last year, two films in “Korean Cinema
Today: Panorama” caught my eyes — Nailed and
Pray — and both had their world premieres at
BIFF. Although they didn’t draw much attention
from other people, from an audience’s point of view,
I found them highly entertaining. As a new Korean
cinema programmer at BIFF, I aspire to present
more such cases. In addition, I’d like to imbue the
Korean cinema program with my own personal
color. These are my objectives at the moment.

Have you noticed any trends in this year’s Korean submissions?

I’d like to talk about the “Korean Cinema Today: Vision” and “New
Currents” sections, as both feature many works by new directors.
During the selection process, I began watching films without any
prior knowledge about the directors — I didn’t know their name, age
or gender. Once I drew up a list of 13 films that most stimulated my
cinematic interest and perspective, it turned out that no fewer than 8
of them were films by woman directors. It may be appropriate for us to
try to achieve a gender balance out of a sense of social consciousness,
but the fact that women directed 8 out of the 13 films selected based
solely on a programmer’s personal interest and appreciation proves that
Korea’s woman directors have certainly come a long way creatively.
This is not so much a trend as a characteristic.

Once I drew up a list of 13 films
that most stimulated my cinematic interest
and perspective, it turned out that no
fewer than 8 of them were films
by woman directors.

What changes can we expect in the Korean cinema program compared to
last year? I hear that “Korean Cinema Today” has seen the biggest changes?

For “Korean Cinema Today: Panorama,” there are more world premiere
screenings than last year. In fact, 10 out of the 16 films in that section
will have their world premiere at BIFF. The films in this section can
be divided into three categories: films currently in theaters curated by
the festival, the latest films of internationally renowned and talented
directors, and lastly the films by relatively unknown, up-and-coming
directors who are fit to compete with the commercial and generic
viability of Korea’s popular cinema. This unique blend in the Panorama
section can be said to be the trend of this year’s Korean cinema program.
This year’s Korean Cinema Retrospective focuses on the cinematographer
JUNG Il-sung.

JUNG Il-sung is the second cinematographer ever (after YOU Younggil) to have been chosen for BIFF’s “Korean Cinema Retrospective.” He
has worked on a number of major works by countless directors, each
time proving himself a highly versatile cinematographer. This year’s
retrospective program features 7 of his most celebrated works, and I
particularly recommend Mandara , JUNG’s personal favorite.
Please tell us about the special program “The 100 Year History of Korean

Cinema: 10 Great Korean Films.”

There are two things I’d like to emphasize with
regards to this program. Although Why Has BodhiDharma Left for the East? is widely known, only a
few people have seen it in theatres. It is significant
that we’ve been able to get the consent of the highly
reclusive director BAE Yong-kyoon to screen his
work at BIFF. In addition, the real highlight of
this section is the series of special events. Several
prominent contemporary directors will participate
as commentators for the films that they love and
admire. For example, JUNG Ji-woo and JEONG
Jae-eun will discuss The Housemaid and An
Aimless Bullet respectively. Furthermore, there will
be events with our international guests, including
HAMAGUCHI Ryusuke’s talk on BONG Joon
Ho, and former editor of Cahiers du Cinéma JeanMichel FRODON’s talk on HONG Sangsoo.
by JANG Young-yeob (Cine21 Reporter) | photographed by KIM Tae-hwan
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From Masters to Rising Stars
Korean Films in the spotlight at BIFF

“Balance” and “Discovery” — these are the two key words that sum up the trends in the
Korean cinema program at this year’s BIFF. From Korean Cinema Today to New Currents,
Korean Cinema Retrospective and Special Programs, a wide selection of Korean films will
be screened throughout the festival, representing the past, present and future of Korean
cinema. Let us find out more about several recommended films from the Korean cinema
program at BIFF.

Vertigo
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The Rebirth of ‘Korean Cinema Today: Panorama’
According to JUNG Han-seok (Korean Cinema
Programmer, BIFF), the newly revamped Korean
Cinema Today: Panorama symbolically shows the
overall trends in the Korean cinema program at
BIFF 2019. Out of the 16 works selected for this
section, ten will have their world premieres at
BIFF. Festival director Jay JEON has said that
they hope to gradually increase the number of
world premieres at BIFF as befits the high status of
the Korean film industry that turns out some 200
feature films a year. According to JEON, the films
in this section can be divided into three categories:
a) films previously released in theaters, b) the latest
films of established, talented directors and c) films
by new, up-and-coming directors likely to appeal
to the public mind. The 6 Korean films in the first
category include Tune in for Love by JUNG Ji-woo
known as “a director to be trusted,” Birthday, which
was not a box office hit but did the best it could as
a commercial film in today’s Korean film industry,
Another Child , which attracted a lot of attention as
actor KIM Yun-seok’s directorial debut, Extreme
Job and EXIT. The works in the second category
are: Not in This World by PARK Jung-bum, Light
for the Youth by SHIN Su-won, Princess Aya by
LEE Sung-gang Our Village by KO Bong-soo, and
Vertigo by JEON Kye-soo.
Not in This World tells the story of an unknown
musician who considers the world a hell and joins
a criminal organization, and another man who
tries to save him. This morality film shows people’s
ardent wishes for salvation and is expected to be yet
another feat of PARK Jung-bum’s brilliant cinematic
world. SHIN Su-won’s Light for the Youth deals with
young people driven into blind spots in society such
as a temporary worker, an intern and a job seeker.
Princess Aya by Korea’s master of animation LEE
Sung-gang is the first animation work in the world
to be made available in Screen X. Our Village by
KO Bong-soo follows the adventure of a naïve young
man who searches for righteous people who can save
his village. In Vertigo by JEON Kye-soo, we meet
an acrophobic woman working in an office in a highrise building, who notices a young man cleaning the
exteriors of buildings. CHUN Woo-hee in the lead

Festival director Jay JEON has said that
they hope to gradually increase the number of
world premieres at BIFF as befits the high status of
the Korean film industry that turns out
some 200 feature films a year.

role has already garnered a lot of attention.
Some may wonder why “Korean Cinema Today: Panorama”, a section
considered the most popular at BIFF, includes works by novice
directors. JUNG Han-seok has explained, “I feel that these films are fit
to compete with the commercial, generic and topical viability of Korea’s
popular cinema”. He’s picked as examples Baseball Girl with LEE Jooyoung in the lead role as a girl baseball player who tries to enter the
professional baseball world forbidden to women, and GANG , the story
of a boy who pledges to become a top dog in the worst possible high
school.

Princess Aya

Baseball Girl
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The Pregnant Tree and the Goblin

Tension and Resilience
in ‘Korean Cinema Today: Vision’

The three Korean films in “New Current” are
completely different from one another,
which gives us wider choices.
However, they are all outstanding films
without doubt.

Moving On
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In preparing “Korean Cinema Today: Vision”, JUNG
Han-seok looked for works with cinematic tension,
resilience and sensibilities. The ten works selected
for this section show the potential of Korean cinema.
In Moving On , family members gather at their
grandfather’s place by chance and then go their
separate ways. It’s a story about the family and
the house in which they stay. According to JUNG,
“This film reminds us of the works of KOREEDA
Hirokazu.” The Pregnant Tree and the Goblin is
a blend of fiction and documentary that tells the
story of a comfort woman at a U.S. military camp
town who meets the angel of death at her colleague’s
funeral. In Heart , director JEONG Ga-young once
again steps in front of the camera to play the lead
character who falls for a married man. Eunmi is
a delicate portrayal of a woman preparing to sit
the national civil servant examination in Seoul’s
Noryangjin district. JUNG Han-seok has described
this film as “the most brutal” of all the films that
explore the theme of private educational institutes.

Jung Il-sung
Retrospective
This year’s Korean Cinema Retrospective
focuses on the cinematographer JUNG Il-sung.
JUNG Il-sung is the second cinematographer
ever (after YOU Young-gil) to have been chosen
An Old Lady

for BIFF’s Korean Cinema Retrospective. He
has worked on a number of major works by the
most iconic directors in Korean cinema including

According to JUNG, the essence of the program lies in the “the power
of each film.” Actor & Actress of the Year awards will be given to
an actor and an actress in an independent Korean film among “New
Currents” and “Korean Cinema Today: Vision.”

Astonishing Dramas in ‘New Currents’
This year, three Korean films have been invited to New Currents. The
Education is about a woman in her 20s who takes care of a disabled
lady and that person’s teenage son. JUNG Han-seok has described
it as “a highly sophisticated and delicate work.” In Lucky Monster , a
man runs into a huge debt and gets chased by private moneylenders.
In order to protect his wife, he gets an undercover divorce. Ironically,
upon his divorce he wins the lottery. This work, which begins with one
man’s delusion, reminds of director PARK Chan-wook’s early films
with its ingenious content and structure. An Old Lady is the story of
a 69-year-old woman who gets raped by a male nurse. This film has
been chosen for its shocking subject matter and the director’s skillful
treatment of the drama surrounding the incident. “The three Korean
films in “New Current” are completely different
from one another, which gives us wider choices.
However, they are all outstanding films without
doubt,” JUNG Han-seok commented.

KIM Ki-young, YU Hyun-mok, KIM Soo-yong,
HA Gil-jong, IM Kwon-taek, and LEE Doo-yong.
The seven works included in this section are:
Woman of Fire , Son of a Man , The Last Witness ,
Late Autumn , Mandar a, Hwang-Jin-i and Born to
Kill . Whilst maintaining his elegant style, JUNG
Il-sung never stopped trying unconventional
things in his many projects. For this reason, this
year’s BIFF presents him with the epithet “an
elegant and unconventional artist.”
Of the seven selected film, Mandara , known
as JUNG’s personal favorite, and Son of a
Man , which delivers the essence of JUNG’s
expressive style through extreme angles, closeup and wide-angle crowd shots, are strongly
recommended.
by JANG Young-yeob (Cine21 Reporter)

by JANG Young-yeob (Cine21 Reporter)

Mandara
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The Best to Celebrate 100 Years
The 100 Year History of Korean Cinema: 10 Great Korean Films

Korea’s manifold film festivals have been staging centenary retrospectives all year,
but this month’s Busan International Film Festival is having the final word with their
own program. BIFF’s ‘The 100 Year History of Korean Cinema: 10 Great Korean Films’
section gathers ten undisputed masterpieces from the first 100 years of one of the
world’s most dynamic film industries.

A Day Off

A Day Off
Coming at the tail end of the first
golden age of Korean cinema, LEE
Man-hee’s A Day Off moved away from
many of the melodramatic concerns of
the period, offering a modernist view of
contemporary Korean society. Following
a loose narrative, this existential
tone poem highlighted the fears and
frustrations of the post-war generation,
through stark and spellbinding
photography and a striking collection
of Seoul locations. Though made in
1968, LEE’s towering work was never
granted a release during the director’s
lifetime. It was finally unveiled to the
public in 2005.
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Memories of Murder

An Aimless Bullet
Often compared to the great works of
Italian neorealist cinema, YU Hyunmok’s signature work An Aimless
Bullet (1961) was originally banned by
the government for its bleak depiction
of life in Seoul. Yet the film eventually
found a path to release and proved
hugely influential for filmmakers of the
time, many of whom were seeking a
way to express their frustrations at the
hardships and destitution of city life in
the years that followed the armistice of
the Korean War.

Good Windy Days
Following his successful debut and
a brief hiatus, director LEE Jang-ho
returned with the irreverent youth
comedy-drama Good Windy Days
(1980). With its tale of three youths,
including a sensational AHN Sung-ki,
looking toward an uncertain future,
the film questions how society treats
its youth and chronicles an uneasy
transition from the PARK Chung-hee
regime to that of CHUN Doo-hwan. In
doing so, the film also paved the way
for the incendiary Korean New Wave
films that would soon follow from the
likes of PARK Kwang-su.

Memories of Murder
16 years before he earned Korea’s
first ever Palme d’Or for Parasite ,
BONG Joon Ho blew away the Korean
film industry with his second film,
Memories of Murder (2003). Through
an investigation for a serial killer in
a small town in the 1980s, BONG
embraces and builds on established
genre codes but it’s also through a
unique sense of humor and a dark,
rain-drenched glass that the film
truly shines as a colossal milestone of
Korean cinema.

Old Boy

Old Boy
A Grand Jury Prize winner at the
Cannes Film Festival in 2004,
PARK Chan-wook’s seminal work
Old Boy (2003) is generally cited as
one of the main works that sparked
an enthusiasm for Korean cinema
overseas. With its memorable tale of
revenge, starting with a frizzy-haired
CHOI Min-shik languishing in a
wallpapered room for 15 years, PARK’s
film is an explosion of style and
violence that gripped audiences and
quickly carved itself a place in global
popular culture.

Seopyeonje
There are many masterpieces among
legendary filmmaker IM Kwon-taek’s
102 feature films, but if you can only
choose one, it could only ever be his
lyrical paean to the dying artform of
pansori, 1993’s Seopyeonje . The first
Korean film to ever welcome over a
million people in Seoul, IM’s work is
a decades-spanning tale that explores
the Korean concept of ‘han’ through its
aching story of traveling musicians.

The Day a Pig Fell into the Well

The Day a Pig Fell into the Well
A near constant presence on the festival
circuit, arthouse darling Hong Sangsoo
has now made 23 idiosyncratic works.
Yet while his mixture of simple camera
setups, naturalistic performances
and boozy dinners have become his
staple, the one film that stands out in
his filmography is his first, the more
conventional but no less fascinating
The Day a Pig Fell into the Well (1996).
Not only did this film introduce Hong
Sangsoo to the world, it also featured
the very first screen credit of none
other than SONG Kang-ho.

The Housemaid
Often cited as a chief influence by
Korea’s modern masters, director KIM
Ki-young’s explosive body of work
always ran counter to mainstream
interests. Yet while many of his films
are only now getting their rightful
dues, his singular affair chamber
drama The Housemaid (1960) has long
been considered a classic. Its noirish
staging and ingenious use of space was
far ahead of its time and continues to
leave an impression on local cinema
- look no further than Parasite . The
basic story so fully encompassed all of
director KIM’s chief thematic concerns
that he remade the same film twice, as
Woman of Fire (1971) and Hwa-Nyuh
of ’82 (1982).

Seopyeonje

The March of Fools
Famous for the images of young men
running away from the police who want
to cut their long hair, set to the sounds
of SONG Chang-sik’s folk classic ‘Why
Do You Call Me?’, The March of Fools
is the countercultural gem of Korean
film, from one of the industry’s most
defiant figures, director HA Gil-jong.
Sadly, The March of Fools (1975) would
be one of HA’s few contributions to
the industry as he passed away at the
tender age of 37, with just eight feature
films to his name.

Why Has Bodhi-Dharma Left for
the East?
Long before KIM Ki-duk’s festival hit
Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter And
Spring (2003), director BAE Yongkyoon introduced the world to the
beauty and unknowability of Korean
Buddhism through his 1989 opus
Why has Bodhi-Dharma Left for the
East? (1989). Focusing on three monks
at different points on the journey to
enlightenment, BAE’s film juxtaposes
various episodes, many featuring
arresting visuals, as they explore
various koans (paradoxical anecdotes)
of Zen Buddhism.
by Pierce Conran
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Walking Together,
Growing Together
Indie-AniFest Celebrates 15th Anniversary

Have you ever heard of Love Games
by JUNG Yu-mi, Man on the Chair by
JEONG Da-hee, and My Father’s Room
by JANG Na-ri? These directors of
animated short films are no strangers
to the international arena, a remarkable
achievement for Korea’s independent
animation and its harsh environment.
The secret behind their success is a
small film festival which has walked
alongside them for 15 years, the IndieAniFest, that closed its latest edition on
September 24, 2019.
Since its launch in 2005 as the only
Asian animation film festival in the
world, Indie-AniFest has played the
role of pacemaker, running side by side
with Korea’s independent animation
filmmakers rather than just claiming a
grand vision or goals. Festival director
CHOI Yu-jin says, “When we started
the festival in 2005, it was a time when
Korean animators were emerging on the
scene. The history of Korea’s independent
animation begun in the 1990s when
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animators started producing their own
works. Since the mid-1990s, colleges and
universities have provided animation
courses and produced graduates in the
2000s. However, existing international
film festivals didn’t offer much chance to
showcase independent animation films.
That’s why we launched Indie-AniFest,
to help these animators keep on working
and present their works.”

Encourage Korean animators
In the early years, there were doubts
that the animation output could sustain
a yearly festival. Fifteen years later,
Indie-AniFest has secured its position
as a platform for discoveries, support,
and promotion of independent animation
filmmakers in Korea. The festival has
been focusing on introducing Korea’s
animated films and building a network
among directors. Thanks to these steady
efforts during 15 years, there are several
independent animation filmmakers
who now have 5-6 films under their
belt. Festival director CHOI says, “I
can proudly state that the festival
has encouraged animators to keep on
making their own works.”
With the growth of Indie-AniFest,
several directors have been recognized

both at home and abroad. After the
animated film The Hell (Two Kinds
of Life), the opening film of the
2nd edition of the Indie AniFest in
2006, director YEON Sang-ho made
independent animation feature films
such as The King of Pigs , The Fake ,
and Seoul Station and finally the liveaction blockbuster TRAIN TO BUSAN ,
thus becoming one of the most famous
names in the Korean industry. Director
CHANG Hyung-yun, who won the
Audience Award at the first edition
of the festival with Wolf Daddy, has
made feature animation films including
The Satellite Girl and Milk Cow and
Ireesha, The Daughter of Elf-king , to
become a leading animation director in
Korea. Director JUNG Yu-mi who won
the Grand Prix in Animafest Zagreb
2014, director JEONG Da-hee who won
the Cristal for Best Short Film at the
Annecy International Animated Film
Festival, and director JANG Na-ri
who won a Special Mention at the 27th
Animafest Zagreb, are all up-and-coming
directors who were first introduced to
the public at the Indie-AniFest. Director
Erick OH of Pig: The Dam Keeper
Poems , the winner of the Cristal for Best
TV Production in Annecy in 2018, has

Super Moon

been regularly showing his animated
short films at the Indie AniFest ever
since 2016, when he was still a student.

Discover the origins of Korean
animation
Young directors such as OH Seo-ro of
Afternoon Class , HAN Ji-won of feature
animation Clearer than You Think , and
LEE Jong-hoon, who runs VCR WORKS
studio and is broadening his field of
work to include music videos, have
grown together with Indie-AniFest.
Celebrating its 15th edition, IndieAniFest presented 4 feature animation
titles and 52 short animation films
from Korea. To commemorate the 100
years of Korean cinema, the festival
prepared a special section inviting
spectators to discover the origins of
Korean animation, with feature-length
animations such as Robot Taekwon V
by KIM Chung-gi, Taekwon Youngster
Maruchi-Arachi by LIM Jung-kyu, and
Fifteen Children Space Adventure by
JEONG Su-yong. As more animators
move from animated short films to
feature-length animations, a feature
title, Super Moon by HONG Dae-yeong,
was screened in the Korean Panorama
section. The short animation section

Wild Animals

was full of variety with new films of
established directors such as Movements
by JEONG Da-hee and Wild Animals by
CHANG Hyung-yun, and experimental
works intended for gallery exhibitions
such as Miss Park Project #1 by SUH
Yong-chu and The Night the Stars
Chorus–For the Lonely Death of LEE
Sangchun by SON Yeong-deuk. “One
of the significant trends this year is
the increasing importance of artists

Fifteen Children Space Adventure

Miss Park Project #1

having studied abroad who focus more
on the visuals and the motions specific
to animation than on storytelling,”
explains a representative of the festival.

Find a new field
Such a rich selection can be attributed
to the festival’s ceaseless effort to
promote itself throughout the world as
Asia’s animation film festival.
Based on this year’s success, IndieAniFest seeks to embrace a new field of
web animation starting next year. As
part of the roundtable discussion “Webani, Now”, it introduced four animation
titles made for online platforms. The
festival plans to add a full section
centered on web animation next year.
Festival director CHOI explains, “Over
the last 2-3 years, there has been a
growing number of animators who
jumped into web animations, releasing
their films online as series. We want to
showcase more web animations.” She
also adds, “As we try to find ways to
diversify the platforms, our new goal is
to add a feature animated film section
to the program. Indie-AniFest will never
stop trying new things and getting
better, one step at a time.”
by SONG Soon-jin (Film Journalist)
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A Same yet Different Charm
Stories Behind International Posters of Korean Films
“Si tu me spoiles la fin, je te tue! (If you spoil the ending, I’ll kill you!)”
This bold phrase is written across the French teaser poster of BONG
Joon Ho’s Parasite —the winner of the Palme d’Or at the 2019 Cannes
Film Festival—and accompanied by an image of Mr. PARK (LEE Sunkyun) whispering into Yeon-kyo’s (JO Yeo-jeong) ear. When BONG’s
request at Cannes to avoid spoilers before watching the film became
the talk of the town, the French distributor created a new poster, to be

used in France and Switzerland.
LEE Byoung-heon’s comedy film Extreme Job ,
which was the first film to reach the 10 million
mark in the domestic market this year, is noted
for its two different posters—the original Korean
version and the Hong Kong version. The latter
openly emphasizes the film’s comedic premise (a
team of detectives start a chicken restaurant for an
undercover drug-bust operation, but end up busier
than ever with their successful fried chicken joint)
through the image of detectives holding drumsticks
instead of guns. In contrast, the image of detectives
looking as if they’re about to launch an operation on
the Korean version evokes curiosity.
Recently, the growing scale of international sales
of Korean cinema, as seen in the unprecedented
success of Parasite —which has been sold to over 200
territories around the world—has called attention to
the importance of international posters. The greater
the difference in design between the international
and original domestic versions, the higher the
interest from cinephiles. How come such ‘different’
posters are made for the same film? International
sales managers from Korea’s major investment
and distribution companies point to “the different
marketing strategy” as the biggest reason.

Shifting Focus: From Actors to Content
“Korean posters focus on actors, while overseas,
they shed light on content,” said a manager from
the Film Business Department of CJ ENM, the
investment and distribution company behind
Parasite . International posters can be divided into
two types—a) those created by Korean production

French poster of Parasite (left) / Hongkong, Macao and
German poster of Parasite (right).
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companies for international sales and b) those created separately by
overseas distributors for local releases—and his statement applies to
both. Contents Panda, Next Entertainment World’s international sales
division, explained, “In Korea, the box office success of a film depends
largely on the popularity of its cast, and so many posters carry images
of actors’ faces. But in other countries, images that immediately
capture the film’s central message are more effective.”
The international poster of The Spy Gone North brings to the fore the
film’s premise of “North Korea” and “crime and intelligence.” According
to CJ, the aim is “to emphasize the tension between the two Koreas
to attract overseas audiences.” The international poster of Burning
conveys the mysterious ambience of the film through the image of the
protagonist standing behind misty glass. The film’s Korean poster
shows clearly the faces of the main cast.
For Korean films with distinctive generic features, sometimes
supporting characters beat out main characters and appear on
international posters. The Mimic , a horror film sold overseas by
Contents Panda, is one such example. The evil creature played by
LEE Jun-hyeok has made it on the international poster over the
main characters. According to Contents Panda, “Seen from different
angles, the 3D poster creates illusions of LEE Jun-hyeok inside the
cave moving forward,” and “the design of the original poster has been
modified and the overall tone darkened in order to highlight the film’s
horror-thriller genre.”
In the case of Gonjiam: Haunted Asylum , whose investment and
distribution company was Showbox, since the real-life psychiatric
hospital Gonjiam already abounds with ghost stories in Korea, the
domestic poster has an image of the building in the center. However,

Hongkong poster of Extreme Job

the international poster shows a group of young
people on the verge of experiencing horror inside the
abandoned building, rather than showing a specific
place.

Finding New Interpretations
When a Korean film is released overseas, the
international poster produced by its domestic
distributor is often used abroad. Contents Panda
explained, “Even if we change the design of the
original poster, we keep most of its details. These
days, most Korean films aim for simultaneous
domestic and international releases, and therefore
it’s necessary to save time.” Not only does this
strategy generate more buzz, but it also combats the
problem of piracy.
Some overseas distributors create new poster
designs in tune with the local style. In this case, the
film’s Korean production company will provide the
overseas distributor with poster design guidelines,
along with some promotional materials such as
still images. “When an overseas distributor wishes
to produce a new poster, we’re mostly concerned
with conveying the film’s content accurately. We go
through the process of confirming the final design,”
Showbox said.
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International poster of The Spy Gone North

German blue-ray cover of TRAIN TO BUSAN

Although the Korean poster of Parasite produced by CJ adequately
puts across the film’s unique atmosphere and has thus been used in
many countries, the distributor in France has created a new version
for the French market. In addition to the spoiler prevention poster
mentioned above, the new version showing Ki-taek’s and Mr. Park’s
families gathered in one place has been used in France, Switzerland
and Germany. Since the French release followed immediately after
Cannes—almost at the same time as the Korean release—they had
discussed their ideas with CJ in advance. “The intention was to arouse
people’s interest without revealing the story too much. The Korean
poster has given rise to many interpretations with people wondering
about the mysterious legs in the corner. The new version produced by
the French distributor in accordance with our guidelines looks like a
family portrait, with characters separated from the background,” CJ
said. The French poster presents such additional elements from the
film as insects that are absent in the Korean version, thereby making
room for further interpretations.
In the case of Extreme Job , the Hong Kong distributor created its
own poster for the local market, taking into account the popularity of
Korean-style chicken restaurants overseas. YEON Sang-ho’s zombie
disaster action film TRAIN TO BUSAN is yet another example of a
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film with multiple international posters. When it
premiered in the Midnight Screenings section of
the 2016 Cannes Film Festival, Contents Panda
presented an international poster showing a bird’seye view of Daejeon Station swamped with zombies.
“The aim was to instantly convey a sense of ‘accident’
and ‘disaster’ by showing a scene with a helicopter
in it,” Contents Panda explained. In most countries,
only slight modifications were made to the original
poster design. There was a noteworthy exception,
however. “The cover of the German DVD/Bluray was pretty striking. The original poster was
redesigned in the style of ‘a painting’ to create
a unique feel. The film’s generic characteristics
were emphasized to the fullest. The cover, which
almost made the film look non-Asian, was strangely
appealing,” Contents Panda said.

Region-specific Poster Designs
There are different poster-style preferences
by region. In Europe and the USA, generic
characteristics take precedence, while in Asia,
where Korean actors enjoy widespread popularity,
original posters produced in Korea are frequently
used, since they emphasize the faces of lead
actors—a phenomenon that has become particularly

prominent in recent years as Korean actors and directors gain more
and more fans across Asia. The oriental-style picture poster of The
Handmaiden , PARK Chan-wook’s thriller film set in the Japanese
colonial era, produced by CJ for its screening in the competition section
at the Cannes Film Festival in 2016, aroused a lot of interest and
curiosity among Western audiences. However, in Asian countries, the
Korean poster that draws attention to the actors’ faces took center
stage. The following Korean actors have been named as globally
recognized faces that could appear on international posters and have
impact: SONG Kang-ho, CHOI Min-shik, LEE Byung-hun, Don LEE,
KIM Soo-hyun, KIM Yun-seok, JUNG Woo-sung, SUL Kyung-gu,
JEON Do-yeon, KIM Hye-soo, Gianna JUN, HA Jung-woo, HWANG
Jung-min, PARK Seo-jun and GONG Yoo.
“Although Japanese poster designs also focus on actors, they show a
strong tendency to use a variety of still images to induce a new kind of
feel,” Contents Panda explained. On the other hand, Showbox argued,
“Rather than regional styles, poster designs largely depend on each
film’s marketing strategy and the overseas distributor’s preferences.”
Sometimes, posters produced for overseas film festivals before domestic
release in Korea are well received and end up being used in Korea—
in reverse order. The international poster for The Spy Gone North
shows HWANG Jung-min as Black Venus getting off an Air Koryo
flight behind a car with a North Korean license plate; it was used as
a review poster carrying favorable comments from Korea and abroad.

The oriental-style picture poster of The Handmaiden .

As for the nuclear power disaster film Pandora , the
international poster initially produced by Contents
Panda was used in Korea too. “The international
poster produced prior to the film’s domestic release
focused on the film’s overall concept as a disaster
blockbuster. For the domestic poster, we did consider
emphasizing the main character’s drama but in the
end decided to go for the same design,” Contents
Panda said.
Apparently, Korean production companies still
tend to base international posters on their domestic
counterparts, because they take into account the
overall marketing direction of each film. Given the
rising profile of Korean cinema worldwide, it is
hoped that diverse poster designs will be introduced
for better results at home and abroad.
by NA Wonjeong (Journalist, JoongAng Daily)
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UPCOMING FILMS
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Korean Films
CJ Entertainment

THE DIVINE MOVE 2: THE WRATHFUL
2019 | TBA l Crime, Action
DIRECTOR Khan LEE
Cast KWON Sang-woo, KIM Hee-won, KIM Sung-kyun
RELEASE DATE November, 2019 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

In the 1990s, as Korea is swept by a Go gambling craze, Gui-su
winds up in the street, alone, after his father became addicted
to the game and depleted the family’s savings. Swearing to
get revenge on those who didn’t play fair, Gui-su seeks out a
mentor who can teach him all the intricacies of the game and
eventually meets Il-do, an expert player who puts him through
an intense training regime. Just as Gui-su deems himself
ready to confront his foes, he discovers that a secretive ace
player is after him for some unclear reason. Named after the
term given in the Korean variant of Go to an exceptional move
that turns the tables and ensures victory, The Divine Move is
getting a follow-up that revolves around new characters but
should offer the same winning formula of stunning brawls
and high-stake mind games. Playing the up-and-coming
player is KWON Sang-woo, who already proved he is up to the
physically demanding task when he portrayed a Bruce LEE
fan in Spirit Of Jeet Keun Do – Once Upon A Time In High
School (2004). He is co-starring KIM Sung-kyun, best known
for Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time (2011).
by Fabien Schneider
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THE BAD GUYS: REIGN OF CHAOS
2019 | 114 min l Crime, Action
DIRECTOR SON Young-ho
Cast MA Dong-seok(a.k.a. Don LEE), KIM Sang-joong, KIM A-joong, JANG Ki-yong
RELEASE DATE September 11, 2019 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9297 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

A prison van flipped over in a suspicious traffic accident
brings about the worst prisoner escape to ever happen in
Korea, sending the police into disarray. A police officer whose
credo is that the end justifies the means, even though he
occasionally had to pay the price, suggests that the Special
Crime Unit be reactivated. Behind that deceptively standard
name lies a radical operation where convicted criminals are
tasked with tracking down other criminals in exchange for
a reduced sentence. Former mob boss Park (MA Dong-seok),
who earned his reputation with his fists and has already
served in the unit before, is brought back to work with new
recruits Kwak, a con artist, and Ko, a former cop condemned
for beating a suspect to death. As they cross the names off
the list one by one, they become positive that something
larger is at play. The follow-up to the 2014 hit drama series
Bad Guys , The Bad Guys: Reign of Chaos sees Director
SON Young-ho return to the crime genre after his feature
debut The Deal (2014). Of the original cast of delinquentsturned-cops, only MA Dong-seok survived the transition to
the big screen to reunite with KIM Sang-joong, who plays
the mastermind of this ragtag group. Better known in Korea
for presenting a long-running investigative program on
television, KIM saw in this film an opportunity to tackle
crime more directly, albeit fictitiously. The film was the top
earner over this year’s Chuseok holidays, with a total haul
exceeding 4 million admissions.
by Fabien Schneider

Cinema Dal

THE PREGNANT TREE AND THE GOBLIN
2019 | 115 min | Fiction
DIRECTOR KIM Dong-ryung, PARK Kyoung-tae
CAST PARK In-sun
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Cinema Dal
TEL +82 2 337 2135 FAX +82 2 325 2137 EMAIL sales@cinemadal.com

YELLOW RIBBON
2019 | 83 min | Documentary
DIRECTOR JU Hyun-sook
CAST PARK Chul-woo, LEE Ok-young, LEE Yu-kyeong, JUNG Ju-yeon,
JO Su-jin, MOON Jong-taek
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT Cinema Dal
TEL +82 2 337 2135 FAX +82 2 325 2137 EMAIL sales@cinemadal.com

Everyone in Korea remembers what they were doing on April
16, 2014. On that day, the Sewol Ferry capsized and sank,
taking with it the lives of hundreds of people on their way
to the resort island of Jeju, mostly high school students on a
field trip.
JU Hyun-sook, winner of the Maverick Award from
the Korean Independent Film Association for her debut
documentary It Goes on-the Undocumented Is Documented
(2004), reflects on the impact this event had on people not
directly affected by the tragedy but who still have vivid and
detailed memories of that day five years later.
A college student who was the same age as the victims back
then just couldn’t stop watching the news. With tears in his
eyes, a fisherman recalls the moment he found and retrieved
a body in the sea. A teacher is troubled at the thought that
she could have been on the ill-fated boat. A café owner admits
that he simply couldn’t find the words to talk about it when
relatives of the victims visited him. An activist explains
how she came to the conclusion the only thing she could do
was spending time with the grieving families and provide a
shoulder to cry on.

PARK In-sun has spent forty years of her life working as a
comfort woman in a shanty town adjacent to the US military
base in Uijeongbu, 20km north of Seoul. An orphan of the
Korean War, she was sold at the age of 12 and forced to
prostitute herself for US soldiers. Since she never learned
to read and write, she has chronicled her life through her
drawings. When she learns that the base is about to be
dismantled, she can’t help but feel uneasy. On a cold winter
night, she witnesses the death of one of her coworkers.
During the funeral, she suddenly draws the attention of
Death Messengers who visit the spirits that roam the living
world. While the Messengers make up stories to accompany
these poor souls into the afterlife, In-sun stands up to them
and starts telling her own story, in a way she deems more
authentic. Documentarists KIM Dong-ryung and PARK
Kyoung-tae are two members of the feminist association
Durebang who have dedicated a lot of time and effort to
collect testimonies and communicate around the conditions
of the sex workers in what used to be Korea’s most important
military camp town after the War. After their first codirecting collaboration on Tour of Duty (2012), they decided
to experiment with the documentary format by exploring
PARK’s memories and trauma through a fiction based on her
drawings. By doing so, they allow her to reclaim power and
agency over her own narrative.
by Fabien Schneider

by Fabien Schneider
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Contents Panda

LOVE, AGAIN
2019 | 112 min | Romantic Comedy
DIRECTOR PARK Yong-jip
CAST KWON Sang-woo, LEE Jung-hyun, LEE Jong-hyuk
RELEASE DATE October 17, 2019 CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 6902 0286
Email sales@its-new.co.kr

CRAZY ROMANCE
2019 | 109 min | Romantic Comedy
DIRECTOR KIM Han-kyul
CAST KIM Rae-won, KONG Hyo-jin
RELEASE DATE October 2, 2019 CONTACT Contents Panda
TEL +82 2 3490 9372 FAX +82 2 6902 0286 EMAIL sales@its-new.co.kr

Jae-hoon recently broke up with his girlfriend but still
hasn’t managed to get over her. Each time he steps out for a
drink, he winds up drunk-dialling her and making a scene.
Meanwhile, Sun-young has also recently exited a long-term
relationship, and now holds a grunge against her ex. These
two 30-somethings both start a new job, in the same office.
Will time brings this pair of lovesick individuals together?
Gangnam Blues (2015), The Prison (2017) and Long Live
the King star KIM Rae-won returns to the romantic
comedy genre after a long absence as Jaehoon. The
versatile Crush and Blush (2008) and Door Lock (2018)
superstar KONG Hyo-jin plays Sun-young. Crazy Romance
marks a reunion for KIM and KONG, who last appeared
side by side 16 years ago in the TV drama Snowman .
Crazy Romance marks the feature-length directorial debut
of KIM Han-kyul, a graduate of Konkuk University who
previously drew positive notices for several award-winning
shorts, including A Perfect Sigh (2009), Chatter (2011) and
Make Peace (2015). While romcoms are an increasingly
rare sight on the big screen nowadays, the industry
continues to produce acclaimed entries in the genre, such
as Very Ordinary Couple (2013) and Love Forecast (2015).
by Pierce Conran
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Freshly divorced, Hyun-woo is enjoying his newfound
freedom, until he is forced to come face-to-face with his exwife once more. Yet fearing that he’ll find himself falling
back into the same old routine of their terrible married life,
he does his best to stay away from her at all costs. However,
all that changes when a new man enters her life, which
awakens his jealousy. But that jealousy ramps up when he
discovers that his ex-wife’s new beau is none other than his
old high school rival.
Love, Again marks a return to romcoms for director PARK
Yong-jip, who debuted with the romantic comedy Miss Gold
Digger in 2007. His most recent film was the thriller The
File , released in 2015. Starring as Hyun-woo is KWON
Sang-woo, one of the major heartthrobs of modern Korean
cinema, known for My Tutor Friend (2003), Spirit Of Jeet
Keun Do - Once Upon A Time In High School (2004) and
more recently both of the The Accidental Detective films.
LEE Jung-hyun, star of Alice in Earnestland (2015), The
Battleship Island (2017) and the upcoming TRAIN TO
BUSAN sequel Peninsula , plays his ex-wife. LEE Jong-hyuk,
who has featured in all of director PARK’s films, plays the
rival to Hyun-woo’s ex-wife’s affections.
by Pierce Conran

FINECUT

MOONLIT WINTER
2019 | 106 min | Drama, Romance
DIRECTOR LIM Daehyung
CAST KIM Hee-ae, NAKAMURA Yuko, KIM So-hye, SEONG Yu-bin
RELEASE DATE November, 2019 CONTACT FINECUT CO., LTD
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

VERTIGO
2019 | 114 min | Romance, Drama
DIRECTOR JEON Gye-soo
CAST CHUN Woo-hee, YOO Teo , JEONG Jae-kwang
RELEASE DATE October 17, 2019 CONTACT FINECUT CO., LTD
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Han Gong-ju (2013) and The Wailing (2016) star CHUN
Woo-hee returns to the big screen as the lead of the new
melodrama Vertigo , in which she plays Seo-young, a graphic
designer in her 30s who works in a high-rise building
and suffers from vertigo. Despite her vertigo, Seo-young
becomes fascinated by a man who works on the outside of
the building, sliding up, down and across as he cleans the
structure's windows. CHUN was last seen in Idol , which
debuted at the Berlin International Film Festival this year,
and earned the top prize at the Fantastic International
Film Festival in Montreal.
The film co-stars YOO Teo, known for Seoul Searching
(2015) and the Cannes competition film Leto , in which
he played Russian rock star Viktor TSOY, and new face
JEONG Jae-kwang, who has appeared in small roles in
films such as this year’s Extreme Job .
Vertigo is the fourth feature film by JEON Gye-soo, who
debuted with the quirky horror musical comedy Midnight
Ballad For Ghost Theatre in 2006 and scored a box office
hit with the romantic comedy Love Fiction , starring HA
Jung-woo and KONG Hyo-jin, in 2012. The film will have
its world premiere in Busan International Film Festival.

A mother and her high school-age daughter go on a trip to
Otaru, a snowswept village nestled in the northern Hokkaido
province of Japan, in Moonlit Winter , the sophomore work
by director LIM Daehyung. When the daughter accidentally
reads a letter intended for her mother, which uncovers a
secret from the past, the two are forced to embark on a
journey of reconciliation. At the same time, another woman,
who has recently lost her father and lives with her aunt,
appears before them, revitalizing their lives.
Moonlit Winter , which was a recipient of the ACF Production
Support Fund in 2018, will have its world premiere as the
closing film of this year’s Busan International Film Festival.
Director LIM debuted as a feature filmmaker with the
acclaimed Charlie CHAPLIN-inspired black and white
comedy-drama Merry Christmas Mr. Mo , which screened
in the New Currents competition at Busan in 2016, where
it picked up the NETPAC Award. The film stars veteran
actress KIM Hee-ae of The Vanished (2018) and Herstory
(2018), KIM So-hye, a member of K-pop group I.O.I and TV
drama star making her feature film debut, and Japanese
actress NAKAMURA Yuko, who recently appeared in
director TSUKAMOTO Shinya’s Fires on the Plain remake,
a gala presentation at last year’s Busan International Film
Festival.
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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Indiestory

GRANNY POETRY CLUB
2019 | 100 min | Documentary
DIRECTOR KIM Jae-hwan
CAST Geum-bun, GWAK Du-jo, KANG Geum-yeon
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Indiestory
Tel +82 2 722 6051 Fax+82 2 722 6055 Email indiestory@indiestory.com

THE HILL OF WIND
2019 | 107 min | Drama, Family, Woman
DIRECTOR PARK Suk-young
CAST JEONG Eun-gyeong, JANG Sun, KIM Tae-hee
RELEASE DATE TBA CONTACT Indiestory
Tel +82 2 722 6051 Fax +82 2 722 6055
Email indiestory@indiestory.com

After years of suffering, Yeong-bun’s husband passed away,
leaving her alone with Yong-jin, her stepson.
Before long, she decides to move back to her hometown
Taebaek, a small rural town tucked in the mountains of the
Gangwon Province.
Han-hee, who runs a Pilates school in town, still hasn’t
coped with the fact that her mother abandoned her when
she was still a child. Director PARK Suk-young debuted
to great acclaim with Wild Flowers (2015) before winning
the Grand Prize from the Seoul Independent Film Festival
and the Jury Prize from the Marrakech International Film
Festival for his follow-up Steel Flower (2016).
After completing his Flower trilogy, PARK spent some time
worrying about his next step, until his mother suggested
that he tell a story that speaks to her generation.
It was while wandering the dark and empty streets of
Taebaek by night that he came up with this story that
explores the pervasiveness of the patriarchal system and
its long-term consequences over the next generations. Lead
actress JEONG Eun-gyeong, first seen in Poetry (2010),
reunites with PARK after starring in Ash Flower (2016).
by Fabien Schneider
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In 1938, when Korea was ruled as a colony by the
Japanese, the Governor-General of the peninsula decided
to ban altogether the usage and education of the Korean
language. Some people in Korea are still suffering from
the consequences today, since a whole generation never
learned to read Korean in school and remained illiterate
their whole life. When a Korean language school opens in
the village of Chilgok, a group of old grandmas who broke
their backs trying to give the best education possible to
their children see in this an opportunity to finally get rid of
the biggest regret of their lives. Learning to write Hangeul,
the Korean alphabet, and gaining access to the whole body
of Korean literature makes them feel young again. Thanks
to their newfound passion for poetry writing, they start
seeing the world around them under a new light. Granny
Poetry Club is the latest from director KIM Jae-hwan, who
started his career as a television producer before moving
to theatrical documentaries to denounce in his debut film
the secret business behind the countless restaurant review
shows produced in Korea. After tackling the complicated
heritage of former Korean president PARK Chung-hee,
the framing of North Korean refugees as spies by previous
administrations and the big business of Korean evangelist
churches, KIM comes back with what is certainly his most
lighthearted work to date.
by Fabien Schneider

K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT

JUKDO SURFING DIARY
2019 | 106 min | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Hyeon-seung
CAST JEON Hye-bin, OH Kwang-rok, PARK Ho-san, JUNG Tae-woo
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT
TEL +82 70 8852 7112 FAX+82 70 7966 0488
EMAIL sales@kmovieenter.com

SPIRITWALKER
TBD | TBD | Fantasy, Action
DIRECTOR YOON Jae-keun
CAST YOON Kye-sang, LIM Ji-yeon, PARK Young-woo
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT K-MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT
TEL +82 70 8852 7112 FAX+82 70 7966 0488 EMAIL sales@kmovieenter.com

A man (YOON Kye-sang) loses his memory and wakes up
in a new body every 12 hours, each time forced to discover
who he is anew. This condition begins when he wakes up in
the middle of a car crash, in the body of someone he doesn’t
recognize, without any knowledge of who he is. He begins to
realize that his spirit is stuck to a different body and moves
every 12 hours. In his desperate search to find himself, he
comes across Jin-ah (LIM Ji-yeon), a woman who claims to
recognize him. As he bores deeper into the mystery, he comes
across a secretive organization that appears to be chasing
him. Before it’s too late, he must find a way back into his own
body.
Spiritwallker is the long-awaited sophomore work of director
YOON Jae-keun, who debuted with the dramatic thriller
Heartbeat , starring KIM Yun-jin and PARK Hae-il, which
was a commercial and critical hit in 2011. Playing the lead
role in this fantasy-action opus is YOON Kye-sang, known
as the villain of the smash hit crime drama The Outlaws
(2017) and the resistance operative in the Colonial Era
drama MAL•MO•E: The Secret Mission earlier this year. Costarring is the ingenue LIM Ji-yeon of Obsessed (2014), The
Treacherous (2015) and TAZZA: One Eyed Jack (2019).

Jukdo is the name of a town and beach on the northeastern
coast of Korea, in the Gangwon province, which has become
a favorite destination for the country’s surfers. Jukdo Surfing
Diary focuses on several characters who have decided to
come to the small town. Among them is Soo-jung, who camps
out on the beach, and Jung-yong who returns to the area
after some time away. Before long the pair meet but as the
summer winds down, people prepare to leave the town.
Playing Soo-jung is JEON Hye-bin, star of O Muel’s Mermaid
Unlimited , another water sport-related Korean indie, and
who its currently on screens in the recent Chuseok holiday
title Cheer Up, Mr. Lee alongside CHA Seung-won. Her costarring is played by JUNG Tae-woo, who performed in
Fighter In The Wind (2004). Character actor OH Kwang-rok
(Old Boy, 2003) co-stars.
Jukdo Surfing Diary is the latest film by LEE Hyeon-seung,
who is known for the classic timeslip romantic drama Il
Mare (2000) with Gianna JUN and LEE Jung-jae and more
recently the SONG Kang-ho-led gangster drama Hindsight
(2011). An avid surfer in real life, Director LEE brings his
own passion to his latest film, which debuted in the Korea
Cinemascape section of this year’s Jeonju International Film
Festival.
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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Little Big Pictures

M-LINE DISTRIBUTION

BEASTS CLAWING AT STRAWS
2019 | TBD l Crime, Noir
DIRECTOR KIM Yong-hoon
CAST JEON Do-yeon, JUNG Woo-sung
RELEASE DATE 2020 CONTACTM-LINE DISTRIBUTION
TEL +82 2 796 2427 FAX +82 2 796 2429
EMAIL sales@mline-distribution

Mr. Zoo
2019 | TBD | Adventure, Comedy, Family
DIRECTOR KIM Tae-yun
CAST LEE Sung-min, SHIN Ha-kyun, KIM Seo-hyung, BAE Jung-nam
RELEASE DATE December, 2019 CONTACT Little Big Pictures
TEL +82 70 4266 2370 FAX +82 2 2263 8812 EMAIL vicky@little-big.co.kr

Tae-ju, a rising star in Korean intelligence, volunteers for a
mission of the highest diplomatic importance with the hope
that its success would allow him to get promoted. Although
he has always had a deep dislike for animals, he finds
himself in charge of the safety of a Chinese panda named
Ming-Ming sent by China as a special emissary. What should
have been a quiet assignment takes a dramatic turn when
Ming-Ming is kidnapped by a terrorist group. Knocked out
while chasing the criminals, Tae-ju wakes up only to realize
that the blow on his head has somehow given him the ability
to speak with animals. This may come in pretty handy since
the only witness to the crime is a dog by the name of Ali who
has served in the military. The unlikely pair will have to put
aside their differences in order to carry out their mission.
Director KIM Tae-yun first got the idea for this film eight
years ago, but it wasn’t until the success of his courtroom
drama New Trial (2017) that he finally got the chance to
put his project into production. Playing the ace agent is LEE
Sung-min who recently received a large number of awards as
a North Korean high-ranked official in the thriller The Spy
Gone North (2018). LEE already proven himself to have a
good feel for comedy in The Sheriff in Town (2017).
by Fabien Schneider
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After he had to close his business, Jung-man has been doing
night shifts at a public bath, earning just enough to get by
and take care of his old mother who suffers from dementia.
When he finds a bag filled with cash in a locker, he feels
conflicted on what to do with such a large sum of money.
Tae-yeong, a civil servant at the immigration service, gets
into trouble when a loan shark comes after him to get back
the money his girlfriend borrowed and for which he stood
surety.
He devises a scheme to embezzle money from a friend, but
nothing goes as planned and winds up with a dead body on
his hands. Mi-ran has lost money in bad investments and is
now working as a bar hostess. One day, a young man falls
for her, but she intends to use him to get rid of her violent
husband once and for all.
From first-time director KIM Yong-hoon comes a starstrutted thriller that brings together JEON Do-yeon (Secret
Sunshine , 2007), JUNG Woo-sung (The Good, The Bad, And
The Weird , 2008) and YOUN Yuh-jung (The Taste of Money,
2012).
by Fabien Schneider

Mirovision/Studio Bonanza

HOW TO LIVE IN THIS
WORLD
A LITTLE PRINCESS
2019 | 104 min l Drama
DIRECTOR HUH In-moo
CAST NA Moon-hee, KIM Su-an,
CHUN Woo-hee
RELEASE DATE TBD
CONTACT M-LINE DISTRIBUTION
TEL +82 2 796 2427
FAX +82 2 796 2429
EMAIL sales@mline-distribution

Mal-sun is an old and stubborn lady
who has a strong grip on the shanty
town where she lives, in Busan. Behind
that tough-looking façade is a mother
who still regrets the events that led to
her daughter running away.
One day, a girl named Gong-ju
(meaning “princess” in Korean) shows
up at her house carrying on her back
her baby sister. As the child insists
that Mal-sun is their grandmother,
the latter is left with no choice but to
welcome them into her house.
As a result her life becomes more
frenetic than ever. Veteran actress NA
Moon-hee has been highly sought after
following her unanimously lauded
performance in I Can Speak (2017),
which also earned her many awards.
Co-starring her is KIM Su-an, the
sensational young actress best known
for TRAIN TO BUSAN (2016) and The
Battleship Island (2017).
by Fabien Schneider

2019 | 105 min l Black Comedy
DIRECTOR SHIN Yang-chung
CAST KIM In-gwon, SEO Tae-hwa, LEE Na-ra
RELEASE DATE November, 2019
CONTACT Mirovision / Studio Bonanza
TEL +82 2 797 7589 FAX +82 2 797 7587
EMAIL market@mirovision.com

Young-wook and Yeon-kyeong have
been married for ten years and go
through the daily routine of their lives
while becoming more distant with
every day. Yeon-kyeong, an art curator,
meets one day at her gallery the vicepresident of the bank where her
husband works. Her polite hospitality
towards the divorced man quickly
turns into genuine interest, and a
kiss is briefly exchanged before the
evening comes to an end. Although
Yeon-kyeong thought this would be
just a fling, they soon meet again.
Meanwhile, Young-wook is looking
for a friend who disappeared before
paying him back the money he lent
him. While visiting the friend’s ex-wife
to inquire about his whereabouts, he
falls under the woman’s spell and ends
up sleeping with her. How To Live In
This World marks the directing debut
of SHIN Yang-chung, the film producer
responsible for Perfect Number (2012).
by Fabien Schneider

PAPER FLOWER
2019 | 93 min l Drama
DIRECTOR KOH Hoon
CAST AHN Sung-ki, Eugene, KIM Hye-seong,
JANG Jae-hee
RELEASE DATE First half of 2020
CONTACT Mirovision / Studio Bonanza
TEL +82 2 797 7589 FAX +82 2 797 7587
EMAIL market@mirovision.com

Seong-gil is a mortician who tries to
run his small business the best he can
while looking after his son, who became
paraplegic after a hit-and-run accident.
His hard work is not enough, though,
and he reluctantly agrees to work with
a funeral franchise, Happy Ending.
While he must now abide by the
company’s rules to maximize profits,
one day he takes the city’s assignment
to prepare the body of a man who had
no family. The man was beloved by
many homeless people as he would
offer them free meals at his noodle
restaurant, and so they have set up
a memorial altar in the town square.
Seong-gil decides to go against his
superior’s instructions and visits the
altar to participate in the funeral held
there. AHN Sung-ki, a living legend
of Korean cinema with a film career
spanning six decades, comes back to
more intimate dramas with Director
KOH Hoon’s feature debut that tackles
the profits made in the death industry,
a subject that is as much a taboo in
Korea as in the rest of the world.
by Fabien Schneider
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Lotte Entertainment

KIM JI-YOUNG, BORN 1982
2019 | TBD | Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Do-young
CAST JUNG Yu-mi, GONG Yoo
RELEASE DATE 2019 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5907 Fax +82 2 3470 3439 Email international02@lotte.net

FORBIDDEN DREAM
2019 | TBD | Period, Drama
DIRECTOR HUR Jin-ho
CAST CHOI Min-shik, HAN Seok-kyu
RELEASE DATE 2019 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5907 Fax +82 2 3470 3439 Email international02@lotte.net

King Sejong, the fourth monarch of Korea’s Joseon Dynasty,
is famous for having invented the Korean language wiring
system hangul, the story of which was fictionalized earlier
this year in The King’s Letters , but he was also responsible
for many other scientific advances. In his quest to enhance
the kingdom’s power, he worked with his loyal subject JANG
Yeong-sil. However, the Ming Empire, fearful of Joseon’s
ever-rising knowledge of astronomy, orders the King to end
the studies and send away his trusted advisor, which puts
him in a dilemma. Two decades after No. 3 (1997) and the
original modern Korean blockbuster Swiri (1999) that brought
them to the forefront of Korean cinema, are the veteran
heavyweights CHOI Min-shik and HAN Seok-kyu. Old Boy
(2003) star CHOI appeared in the war epic Rouring Currents
(2014), while HAN starred in the Berlinale-screened Idol
this year, for which he shared a Best Actor Award with his
co-star SUL Kyung-gu at the Fantasia International Film
Festival. Korean cinema’s melodrama master HUR Jin-ho,
who is known for the classic dramas Christmas in August
(1998), which also featured HAN Seok-kyu, One Fine Spring
Day (2001) and April Snow (2005) imagines the story behind
Sejong’s scientific discoveries. He most recently scored a hit
with the Colonial Era drama The Last Princess (2016).
by Pierce Conran
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Based on the 2016 bestseller (over 1 million copies sold) of
the same name by CHO Nam-joo, Kim Ji-young, Born 1982
follows a 30-something woman called Kim Ji-young who
becomes increasingly frustrated by her life as a mother and
housewife.
Despite having been forced to give up many things, she loves
her husband and their young daughter and has largely been
content in life. However, her husband Dae-hyeon begins to
notice that the routine of life is starting to change his wife.
He visits a psychiatrist, claiming that his wife is acting
like different people, including her senior at college and
grandmother. Playing the titular character is JUNG Yumi, star of Silenced (2011), Our Sunhi (2013) and TRAIN
TO BUSAN (2016). JUNG is also the lead in the currently
filming Netflix Original series The School Nurse Files . Her
Silenced and TRAIN TO BUSAN co-star GONG Yoo appears
as her husband Dae-hyeon. The film is the feature debut of
director KIM Do-young.
A short film director and actress, KIM previously made the
award-winning short The Monologue (a recipient of many
prizes including the Seoul International Women’s Film
Festival and the Mise-en-scene Short Film Festival) and
appeared on screen in including Helpless (2012), Last Child
(2017).
by Pierce Conran

SHOWBOX

THE MAN STANDING NEXT
2019 | TBD | Political Drama
DIRECTOR WOO Min-ho
CAST LEE Byung-hun, LEE Sung-min, KWAK Do-won, LEE Hee-jun, KIM So-jin
RELEASE DATE TBD CONTACT SHOWBOX
TEL +82 2 3218 5657 FAX +82 2 3444 6688 EMAIL sales@showbox.co.kr

MAN OF MEN
2019 | 116 min | Comedy Drama
DIRECTOR Yong Soo
CAST SUL Kyung-gu, CHO Jin-woong
RELEASE DATE October 2, 2019 CONTACT SHOWBOX
TEL +82 2 3218 5657 FAX +82 2 3444 6688 EMAIL sales@showbox.co.kr

Stars SUL Kyung-gu and CHO Jin-woong have teamed up
for the first time in the high-concept comedy-drama Man
of Men , which Showbox has positioned as its entry into the
fall box office season. SUL plays Jang-su, a top lawyer who
was known for taking any job for money, regardless of the
moral cost. His ways eventually catch up with him and
he finds himself diagnosed with a terminal illness, which
forces him to reevaluate how he has led his life up until
that point. In comes Young-ki (CHO Jin-woong), a low-level
thug who is assigned to Jang-su as a caretaker, as a form of
community service. Despite appearing like an odd couple, this
arrangement suits Jang-su, who finds Young-ki’s unrefined
mannerisms refreshing. It also gives Jang-su an opportunity
to complete his bucket list, as he offers Young-ki part of his
life insurance money if he agrees to help him. Owing to his
own financial worries, Young-ki is quick to accept the offer.
Man of Men will mark the debut of writer and director Yong
Soo and will look to mirror the success of Showbox’s similarly
timed high-concept comedy LUCK-KEY , which was released
in 2016 and also brought two men from opposite side of the
tracks together in an unexpected way. That film welcomed
close to seven million viewers.

Looking to replicate the success of Inside Men , which earned
over nine million admissions in 2015, director WOO Minho and star LEE Byung-hun have teamed up once more for
the political drama The Man Standing Next . Rounding out
the film’s formidable cast will be LEE Sung-min, KWAK Dowon, LEE Hee-jun and KIM So-jin.
Set in the 1970s, The Man Standing Next focuses on the
political machinations of the Korean Central Intelligence
Agency (KCIA) during the administration of President
PARK, here played by LEE Sung-min of The Spy Gone
North (2018). LEE Byung-hun plays KIM Gyu-pyeong, the
director of the KCIA and a close collaborator of President
Park’s. KWAK Do-won of The Wailing (2016) plays a former
KCIA director who escapes to America, fearing that he
knows too much about the shady goings-on at the highest of
the government. Tensions escalate as an investigation into
Korean governmental practices is underway in the United
States.
The Man Standing Next follows a series of films that have
taken an interest in exposing the nefarious operations of
the KCIA, not to mention other branches of government
in modern political history, chiefly JANG Joon-hwan’s
acclaimed political drama 1987: When the Day Comes (2017).
Director WOO’s last film, the crime saga The Drug King
(2018) with SONG Kang-ho, was also set in the 1970s.
by Pierce Conran

by Pierce Conran
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Unfinished Business
at Home

“A warm and mellow film that will break your heart.” This is

their family. Yoomi and Yoojin are worried that they might

what BONG Joon Ho, director of Parasite , had to say about

be evicted from their home. The three children stumble upon

The House of Us (2019). Three years after her celebrated
debut film The World of Us (2016), which tackles the issue
of schoolyard bullying, director YOON Ga-eun has returned
to the silver screen with her second film, The House of Us .
This film is set in the same neighborhood as The World of
Us , but time has passed and the characters who were in
fourth grade in the previous film are now middle schoolers.
Set in the summer, the plot revolves around twelve-yearold Hana (KIM Na-yeon), who is worried about her parents’
constant fighting, and nine-year-old Yoomi (KIM Si-a), who is
the caretaker of her younger sister Yoojin. Yoomi has been
forced to take on this role because her parents are often out
of town for work as they struggle to make ends meet for

each other and form a close bond. They know that they can
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rely on one another and begin to share their secrets.
Just as the character Saki in KOREEDA Hirokazu’s film

Nobody Knows (2004) looked after the Akiras, who have
been abandoned by the adults around them, Hana assumes
the responsibility of caring for Yoomi and Yoojin like an older
sister. And much like the boys in Stand by Me (1986), these
girls embark on a journey together. Although the film is set
in a small neighborhood, it doesn’t feel cramped at all —
each nook and cranny is familiar to the audience members
who have seen The World of Us . Director YOON’s ability to
manage character emotions and breathe life into the setting
is on full display here, her second film.

YOON Ga-eun

Director of THE HOUSE OF US
Your most recent film, The House of Us , much like your previous work,
focuses on children.

The World of Us was so well received that I felt I should
begin my follow-up project right away. I wasn’t ready to leave
that world yet. Every director I met told me I should strike
while the iron was hot. I came up with the basis of the story
while editing The World of Us , and I wanted to see where
this kernel of an idea would go. I knew I wanted this film to
be about families. When shooting the first film, I was anxious
to see if what I had in my mind could actually become a film.
This time around, I am doing a great deal of self-censoring
to make sure I don’t repeat myself. Even something as simple
as a meal scene had me asking myself, “Wait, didn’t I do this
already in The World of Us ?” I’m always second-guessing
myself. (laughs)

The World of Us

growth in this particular season?
Hana is a twelve-year-old, making her three years older than Yoomi.
The two are always worried about their families. They comfort
each other, tell each other their greatest fears, and sometimes find
themselves at odds with each other.

Back when I was young, you made friends just by hanging
around the neighborhood. Unlike adults, children don’t
care what school you go to or how well connected you
are. I experienced the same thing. I wanted to apply that
experience to a coming-of-age film. People come together
when they realize they are both going through tough times.
It strengthens your bond. But if one of you starts to believe
you’re better than the other, the other will immediately clam
up. Child or adult, the dynamic is the same.
You chose to set the movie in the summer, just like with The World

of Us . Is there a specific reason you chose to set these stories about

I wanted the children to be on vacation and I wanted the
characters to be able to spend the entire day with a new friend
who wasn’t a schoolmate. I imagined the children running and
zigzagging through the neighborhood. It’s harder to be outside
in the cold of winter so summer was the natural choice. On
top of that, to me, summer is a time when things blossom and
grow. It’s hot and muggy, but the world is teeming with energy
and things can change in the blink of an eye.
There are a lot of close-up shots where the camera focuses on the
children, capturing their movements.

I wanted this movie to be a neighborhood adventure.
Capturing the children as they were on the move was
important for that. The shots also had to remind the audience
of where the children lived and how they navigated their
immediate surroundings. The director of photography made
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it a rule that the shots be level with Hana’s eyes. About a
month into shooting, the cinematographer said, “I think the
kids have grown a little. Just a smidge.” (laughs)
In the latter half of the film, the children, who have up to this point
stayed in the neighborhood, embark on an adventure, much like the
boys in Stand by Me .

The World of Us was an emotional film. It wasn’t easy to
make. I had to watch the children fight each other for what
felt like a million times. I wanted to see them running
around, having fun. This is why the travel sequence in this
film is so important to me. The characters struggle so much
as they deal with their families – I wanted the trip to be a
happy memory. It was meant to be a moment where they
overcome the difficulties set before them.

The House of Us

The film draws a detailed picture of life from the perspective of a
twelve-year-old girl, Hana. Her mother complains about how difficult
it is to juggle home and work. But Hana gets told off when she tries
to take over the housekeeping chores. Her mother tells her to mind
her own business.

I had a working mom, so I grew up watching my parents
fight all the time. As an adult, I now see my female friends
going through the same thing. Parenting and housekeeping
are the responsibilities of both spouses, but strangely enough
it always becomes the mom’s ‘job’. Small everyday problems
grow into marital conflicts, which can end up shaking the
foundations of a peaceful family life.

had written, I thought it would be better if we could create
a situation where what they would say came naturally. So,
the situation was always the first thing I had in mind when
writing the script. I tried to avoid telling them what to say
whenever I could. It was clear they didn’t feel comfortable
when I put words into their mouths. They said the lines I
wrote were “cringy.” (laughs)
You handed out a manual titled “A request to adult actors working
with young actors” to the entire staff. I cannot help but notice that
you called them “young” actors rather than child actors, which shows

You have worked with many young actors, including KIM Su-an
in Sprout , JEONG Yeon-ju in Guest , the cast of The World of Us ,
and actors in the short film you shot for the Korean Film 100 Year
commemoration project. You have been referred to, along with KOREEDA Hirokazu, as a master at eliciting great performances from child
actors. I hear that rather than relying on a script, during both the
audition and the actual filming, you allow the children to engage in
improvisational acting.

I received a lot of advice from a producer friend who works
with teenagers in theater. During rehearsal, we had two or
three meetings where the entire cast met and were given the
chance to share their thoughts about their friends and family,
as well as their thoughts on acting. Much of that dialogue
found its way into the script.

that you recognize them as actors in their own right.

I learned a lot from working on the set of The World of Us .
There were a number of things I could’ve handled better,
things I should’ve thought of. But the mind is a fickle thing,
so I wanted it all on paper before I forgot. Most of the staff of
The World of Us came back for this project and everything I
wrote down were things we had discussed at length before.
There are a total of eight clauses. Now that it’s all on paper,
everyone knows how to behave, not only the permanent staff
but also people who are only around for a day or two.
This is exactly what I’m talking about. You don’t assume you know
everything. Rather, you strive to draw a detailed picture of their
thoughts. This is the approach that creates a foundation for the

The actors really delivered their lines fluidly.

production of such outstanding works as The World of Us and The
House of Us .

Rather than just forcing the children to memorize lines I

The young actors have a lot to share, and on some matters
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This is a story about people
trying to solve family problems. Every
family has its own issues.
I’m not sure if there’s a clear solution
to any of them, but I thought that
engaging in a dialogue about
it would be meaningful.

their thoughts run deeper than mine. You will notice on site
that they’re very responsible, even more so than the adults,
and are willing to endure a lot for the success of the project.
It really pains me to see them powering through when they
must be worn out and hungry. But they know how important
certain moments can be to a film, so they put up with it. This
is why I came up with the manual and have been trying to
stick to the rules.

The House of Us

The problems the young characters face in The House of Us are not
limited to children, they often apply to adults as well.

This is a story about people trying to solve family problems.
Every family has its own issues. I’m not sure if there’s a
clear solution to any of them, but I thought that engaging in
a dialogue about it would be meaningful. I can feel a slew of
emotions welling up whenever I think about my own home.
It’s the hardest thing to sort out. I had a lot of emotions
stacked up in me and this film gave me a chance to resolve
a lot of that unfinished business. It made me realize what
family is all about. Problems stack up, and you try to solve
them the best way you can, but things keep changing no
matter what.

company, ATO Inc. You seem to like to have things done a certain way.

possible by the fact that both films are set in the same neighborhood.

I was anxious about shooting a follow-up film, but I knew as
long as I had my staff from the previous film by my side, we
would be able to pull through. It wasn’t easy but somehow,
they all managed to make this project fit their schedules.
Placing this story in the same neighborhood as The World
of Us , I believed, would provide the audience with a sense of
familiarity. The previous group grew up here and now this
new group is dealing with their own issues. The problems
that young girls face don’t get a lot of attention, and I felt
that it was my responsibility to shed some light on the subject
by basing the film on my own experiences as a girl. But above
all else, this project was so much fun to work on. That’s why
you do it, really, for the joy you find in your work, not just the
sense of responsibility. This is the sort of story I would go to
the movies to see.

You are also working with the same staff and the same production

by LEE Hwa-jung(Cine21 Reporter) | Photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

The actors of The World of Us , who were elementary school students
during the previous film but have now grown into middle schoolers,
made cameo appearances in The House of Us . This move was made
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Having Fun At Work
The winner this summer was Exit (2019). This was an

who, using their climbing skills, must escape the city in

unexpected development: in a summer film survey that

the wake of a mysterious gas attack. The story is exciting

asked Korean moviegoers what they were looking forward to

and the chemistry between the two actors is absolutely

seeing, Exit was ranked dead last up until the movie’s opening

delightful. The success of the film was thanks in no small

night. But word soon got out that the movie was worth a

part to the production chops of Director RYOO Seung-wan,

watch, and over the next six weeks it remained popular,

Filmmaker R&K CEO KANG Hae-jung, and the powerhouse

eventually attracting a crowd of over nine million viewers

couple’s longtime collaborator, filmK CEO KIM Jung-min.

to theaters. Very few people saw this coming. After all, this

Filmmaker R&K and filmK have come together to produce such

was the director’s first feature-length film, starring JO Jung-

hit movies as Veteran (2015), The Battleship Island (2017), On

suk and LIM Yoona, neither of whom have proven themselves

Your Wedding Day (2018), SVAHA: THE SIXTH FINGER (2019),
andExit , making them the two hottest commodity in the
Korean filmmaking world. I sat down with KANG Hae-jung and
KIM Jung-min, just after Exit passed the eight million mark.

to be a sure bet in terms of ticket sales. This trio however
created the perfect storm. No one could have possibly been
better suited to tell the story of two talented rock climbers
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KANG Hae-jung

KIM Jung-min

EXIT is a disaster movie, but people have been saying it is more than
that—it’s a film that takes ethics into consideration.

are also headed by first-time directors. I am curious what kind of

Kang That was largely thanks to Director LEE Sang-geun

system you have in place that allows you to unearth great new

CEO of Filmmaker R&K CEO of filmK

who really devoted himself to doing the requisite research
before working on the film’s scenario. He only pitched the idea
after he had actually gone out and tried his hand at climbing.
I also think highly of his communication skills. Collaboration
between the director and production has never been
smoother. This was largely thanks to the fact that Director
LEE has been a member of Director RYOO Seung-wan’s
directing team since the filming of Dachimawa Lee (2008).
The mutual trust the two built over this extended period of
working together helped ensure that the channels of dialogue
were always open. The director was willing to receive any
constructive criticism myself, KIM Jung-min (CEO of filmK),
CHO Seong-min (Director of Filmmaker R&K), or his mentor
Director RYOO had to offer. He understood that we weren’t
trying to interfere with his work—we were engaging with
him because we all wanted to see the film succeed. The
ability to take what others tell you, digest it, and use that
information in a way that best fits your vision is a truly
valuable talent. Director LEE is debuting at an older age
than some, but I think having that life experience has really
helped him perform well in his role as director.
Kim Even though it’s a disaster film, one thing we agreed

on early on was that we wouldn’t show—unless absolutely
necessary—a ton of people dying during the film. We were
able to maintain this stance because the director has a
compassionate soul. (laugh) Sure, he might be debuting a
bit later than directors typically do, but that doesn’t mean
he’s out of touch. He has his finger on the pulse of the film
industry. He knows what people like and dislike.

Filmmaker R&K is one of the few production companies that has
dedicated itself to developing and nurturing new directing talent.
Both On Your Wedding Day and Exit were debut projects, and In-jil

(2019) and Si-dong (2019), both of which are still in post-production,

talents, discover promising scenarios, and consistently put them
together to churn out hugely successful projects.
Kang The company put a lot of time and effort into making
Exit . Director LEE and KIM Jung-min began working on
the scenario as far back as when The Battleship Island was
being shot. Director LEE poured his heart and soul into that
movie. I would venture that the protagonist Yong-nam (JO
Jung-suk) was molded in his image. I knew he would pull it
off because I saw how he would take any suggestions I had
and make the right adjustments to the film. Both KIM and
I are quite proud of the character Eui-ju (LIM Yoona). Early
on, much of the film focused on family drama but we did
away with that and concentrated on Eui-ju. Eui-ju is layered.
She is proactive but not in an overbearing way. The director
knew exactly how to make her the kind of “smart” that we
collectively envisioned. President KIM played a huge part in
constructing this unique female character. Working on this
project made it clear to me that it’s the producers’ job to put
their heads together and add nuance and depth to ideas the
director originally came up with.
Kim Having seen him on set, I already knew how hard

a worker Director LEE was. I’d also already had the
opportunity to read his practice scenarios and short films. I
could see he had potential because he kept on improving. He
was a member of Director RYOO’s directing team, and that
in and of itself tells you something. That was no ordinary
directing team. Even when it was just an entry level position,
Director RYOO always insisted on seeing the candidate’s
short films before making the final call. All Director LEE has
been thinking about for the past five years is Exit . He thought
of the plot from all angles and only moved forward when he
knew the narrative was fully developed. This is why he was
able to reveal so much about the world in which the film is set
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We make our films because we know
that there are people out there
who enjoy our work and appreciate us.
That’s what keeps us going.
I also took the time to reexamine
what it means to be a producer, and,
because of that, I now have a newfound
appreciation for my colleagues.
Veteran

during interviews or discussions with audience members.
I was taken aback when I first heard Filmmaker R&K would produce
Misbehavior (2017), a melodrama with a female lead character. It
didn’t seem like the type of movie the company would make. But
since The Battleship Island (2017), Filmmaker R&K has taken on a
wide variety of projects.
Kang Before The Battleship Island our company mainly

produced Director RYOO’s films. Filmmaker R&K was
seen as synonymous with action-filled thrillers. After The
Battleship Island Director RYOO took an extended hiatus so
we were somewhat obliged to work with different filmmakers.
We got a lot of phone calls. If I were to choose one thing
that has changed since then, I would say that we are less
concerned with meeting the expectations of others. When you
try to be everyone’s friend, you end up being no one’s friend.
We make our films because we know that there are people
out there who enjoy our work and appreciate us. That’s what
keeps us going. I also took the time to reexamine what it
means to be a producer, and, because of that, I now have a
newfound appreciation for my colleagues.
Kim I’m not sure The Battleship Island was the watershed

moment, per se. We began working on the scenarios for Exit
and On Your Wedding Day before shooting The Battleship
Island . I wanted to work with Director KIM Tae-yong ever
since MAD SAD BAD (2014). These films just happened
to come out when they did and I’m not sure you can neatly
divide the company’s history into the periods before and after
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The Battleship Island . In fact, Veteran (2015) might have
been the turning point in some ways.
KANG Hae-jung, KIM Jung-min, CHO Seong-min, and RYOO Seungwan, the four of you are referred to as the “Four Heavenly Kings” of
Filmmaker R&K. In SVAHA: THE SIXTH FINGER (2019), these guardians
are drawn as evil gods who are tasked with defeating evil demons by
the Buddha. I am curious what your roles are within the company.
Kang We’re really different people, so we hardly ever agree

on anything. For instance, Director RYOO and I aren’t the
most patient of people. You might even call us a couple of
hotheads. But when things become too heated, KIM will try
to put the fire out. He’s the fireman of our group. Then, CHO
will come along and clean up the mess we’ve made. (laugh).
Kim We got that nickname from Director JANG Jae-hyun,
who got sick of the four of us constantly pestering him while
he was shooting SVAHA: THE SIXTH FINGER (2019).
(laugh). I take it as a compliment. We’ve always engaged in
debate because we’re such different people. That’s how it’s
always been. When either CHO or I don’t like something
about Director RYOO’s scenarios, we’re very up front about it.
For instance, if he hands us a scenario that’s over a hundred
pages long, we’ll tell him right away that he’s breaking
his own rule. You see, he insists that directors limit their
scenarios to a hundred pages.
Kang I once had a chat with Director RYOO. He said you’ll

notice that there are people in the industry who seem to be
doing very well and then suddenly fall off the map. He said

Kang PIL Gam-seong’s In-jil (2019), which will star HWANG

this happens when you stop listening to other people’s advice.
Once a director is surrounded by suck-up and yes-men, the
countdown has begun. One thing that I really appreciate
about RYOO is that he listens to whatever KIM or CHO have
to say, even when what they have to say may not be what he
wants to hear. The fact that the four of us can really talk to
each other is one of our greatest assets.

Jung-min, is about a man who has been taken hostage and
attempts to escape. It is based on the Chinese film Saving
Mr. Wu (2015), but the scenario has been totally rewritten.
We plan on casting a lot of new faces, aside from HWANG,
which should keep the audience on their toes through this
action thriller. The Director of Cinematography, CHOI
Yeong-hwan, and the Art Director, CHAE Gyung-seon, and
the rest of the staff are top level talents who are hard to book
with the kind of budget we have. I predict Director CHOI
Jeong-yeol’s Si-dong (2019) will be the next Exit . It stars
PARK Jung-min and JUNG Hae-in, and the two of them are
really cute together. You’ll get the rare chance of seeing Don
LEE (aka MA Dong-seok) in a role you’d never expect him
in. YUM Jung-ah and GO Doo-shim are also joining the cast
but neither has made any demands regarding screen time or
a minimum guarantee, which goes to show you the level of
trust they have in Filmmaker R&K. Director RYOO’s next
film, tentatively named Escape , is going to be a large scale
project, and will require some filming at locations overseas.
We decided to work together with filmK on this one. It will
star KIM Yoon-seok and JO In-sung. These two actors have
never co-starred in a movie before, and we expect their onscreen chemistry to be on point.

So, what you’re saying is that surrounding yourself with the right

Kim I have been preparing a crime thriller with Director

EXIT

people is the key to success as a producer?
Kang All we ever think about is cinema. Sure, making a

pretty penny is great but when you are making a film you
should be locked in and having fun. And, as a rule, if the film
does well, we make sure everyone reaps the benefits. It’s an
old-fashioned way of doing things, but it’s the secret to our
enduring success.

Kim Filmmaker R&K is a place that makes films. It’s not an

entertainment agency. Making films is our thing. We aren’t
interested in going public or anything like that.

Kang We wouldn’t know the first thing about going public.

(laugh) It is important to make films that put food on the
table but it’s not so important that the production company
itself be incredibly rich. We made a lot of money off of
Veteran , but the money brought with it is its own set of
concerns and problems.
What projects are Filmmaker R&K and filmK working on?

KIM Tae-yong, whose works include Set Me Free (2014)
and Misbehavior (2017), for quite some time now. It’s not an
arthouse film, but I am sure Director KIM will be able to add
a certain flair to the movie. We are making plans to produce
a sports film with Director KWON Hyeok-jae (Troubleshooter ,
2010) and a melodrama with Director LEE Seok-keun (On
Your Wedding Day, 2018). All of these films will begin
shooting next year.
by Im Su-yeon(Cine21 Reporter) | photographed by Choi Sung-youl
‘Filmmaker R & K’ is a production company that producer KANG Hae-jung and her husband, film
director RYOO Seung-wan established in 2005 with aspirations to create their own filmmaking
platform. The company takes its name from the first letters of their respective surnames
(‘RYOO’ and ‘KANG’). Starting with the inaugural work, The City of Violence , the company has
produced RYOO Seung-wan’s works throughout the past fifteen years, including The Unjust ,

The Berlin File , Veteran and The Battleship Island . During that time, it also produced a total
of twelve feature films by directors who had either worked under RYOO or been noticed by
him—such as Troubleshooter , Misbehavior , On Your Wedding Day , SVAHA: THE SIXTH FINGER
and EXIT. KIM Jung-min (President of filmK) left Filmmaker R & K just before the filming of The

Berlin File started, and set up his own company—filmK. Having worked on a variety of genre
films such as On Your Wedding Day , SVAHA: THE SIXTH FINGER and EXIT , the two companies
continue to share a cooperative relationship. Currently, they’re co-producing RYOO’s new film,

Escape , which has garnered a lot of attention both in Korea and abroad.
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IM Heung-soon

Director of RYEOHAENG
North and South Korea,
Both on a Journey
Ryeohaeng is a new film by IM Heung-soon, the
first Korean artist who won the Silver Lion at the
Venice Biennale with Factory Complex (2015). In his
new film, ten North Korean women living in South
Korea tell their stories. The copy on the poster says,
“I’m going to my country.” The director doesn’t label
them as North Korean defectors. In his notion, they
didn’t escape from the North. They merely left the
country due to their circumstances and have yet
to return. In other words, they are temporarily on
a journey in South Korea. This is entirely different
from the conventional view of North Korean
defectors. IM believes that we can see ourselves
in these people who lived in a different regime but
share similar sentiments and ways of living.

You received a prestigious award with Factory Complex . As a director,
you’ve already reached the highest point. I guess you had to decide
whether to maintain the path or alternate the course.

My priority is the security of the participants in my film. It
worried me that the recognition and award might provoke
any unwanted interest or uncomfortable situations for the
workers. I didn’t want the film to cause any trouble for them.
I had these concerns during the production of the film. So I
thought a lot about how to deliver their thoughts and minds
to the audience. Of course, you should make a good film.
However, it is essential to find the best distribution channel.
There are many alternatives other than theaters to showcase
a film. By choosing alternative ways, I intended to protect
them from any unwanted interest.
The film Ryeohaeng is an extension of your short Bukhansan (2015),
which was showcased in the exhibition “Post Trauma” in the Citizens
Hall Gallery of Seoul City Hall.

I made the short film when they invited me to join the
exhibition in memory of the fourth anniversary of the late
lawmaker KIM Geun-tae. He fell victim to the nation’s
violence and proposed a vision of peaceful reunification
between South and North Korea. The exhibition manager
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The women in Ryeohaeng didn’t flee
from North Korea due to any political persecution.
They left their home to earn money
but didn’t return. To them, living in South Korea
can be a painful journey.

gave me an idea of combining state violence and Korean
reunification.

Wonhyobong Peak in the same outfit.
In Bukhansan , KIM comes to the front, but in Ryeohaeng , KIM is one

Your film Jeju Prayer (2013) deals with the victims of the 1948 Jeju

of the ten women from North Korea.

massacre and Factory Complex is about the visible and invisible

KIM introduced her sister who also came to South Korea.
I also cast a woman while I was filming a choir of North
Korean defectors. A screenwriter introduced a lady to me.
And someone I met during the production of Factory Complex
was a member of “Geumcheon Mrs.,” a group of eight
housewife artists in Geumcheon. She introduced her friend to
me. Ultimately, I met twelve women, but two refused to stand
before the camera. Among ten women, KIM Bok-joo stands
out with her appearance. KIM Mi-kyeong, who works for the
National Reconciliation Committee of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Seoul, is a very good speaker and appears
in several interviews. According to them, North Korea isn’t
as bleak as we expect. I learned that back in the 1970s and
1980s, people in the North looked after each other. Their
words make us reflect who we are.

violence inflicted on female workers. You have mainly dealt with
injustices in Korean society. Were you interested in the inter-Korean
situation?

When I received the proposal, I found out that my films had
been deeply rooted in the issue of national division. Because
I couldn’t visit the North, I chose to meet people from North
Korea. One of the exhibition managers was an expert on
North Korean arts, and introduced me to three people. One
of them was KIM Bok-joo, who appears at the beginning of
Ryeohaeng . She told me her story.
You already worked with KIM in the film Bukhansan . In fact, the
mountain has nothing to do with North Korea. How did you decide on
the title? (Note: ‘Bukhan’ is commonly used in South Korea to refer to
North Korea, while ‘san’ means mountain.)

Because she is a singer, I wanted her to sing in the film.
The first place that came to my mind was the Imjin River.
However, the approval procedure would have been extremely
complicated, and it was too evident that the river referred to
the inter-Korean situation. Then I got the idea of Bukhansan
Mountain. The name “Bukhansan” means “mountain north
of Han River,” but when people hear it, they may understand
it as a mountain located in North Korea. In the film, she
sings in her dress and shares her story on her way to the
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The first scene of Ryeohaeng is quite impressive. When KIM Bok-joo
is afloat in the water in her dress, you shot her from a high angle to a
close-up.

In Bukhansan , I showed her appearance only from behind.
I wanted to start the new film with her front. Ryeohaeng is
based on the stories of interviewees. Most of them crossed
the Tumen River or Yalu River. The natural environment
in North Korea is related to death or the border. However,
that of South Korea is related to reinvigoration or tourism.

Ryeohaeng

As water is a symbol of birth, South Korea may represent
a second life to North Korean people. I tried to combine all
these factors. I got the idea of the first scene from a dream
I had ten years ago. While I was sleeping, a dot came down
from above. The dot turned into a human face, and it was me.
I remembered the dream. People from North Korea are our
image, a mirror to reflect us.

I didn’t make that scene on purpose. The group had a
singer and a broadcaster. They sang and danced naturally.
Compared to individualistic South Korea, North Korea is a
collective society. Though they struggle to survive, they have
a strong sense of community. Maybe, they still harbor this
DNA of joining together.

In Factory Complex , you tried to comfort female workers by listening

of longing. In one interview, someone says, “I can’t even remember

to their stories. In Ryeohaeng , you hear individual stories and make

when I last talked with my parents.”

them climb the mountain in pairs. This seems to be another approach

As a director, I wanted to know how they lived in South
Korea and how they felt about North Korea. More
importantly, I needed to see if they thought they settled down
or were on a journey. This would reveal who they are and
help me understand them better. The women in Ryeoghaeng
didn’t flee from North Korea due to any political persecution.
They left their home to earn money but didn’t return. To
them, living in South Korea can be a painful journey. They
long to return to their families in North Korea.

There are some joyful moments, but the overall sentiment is a sense

to comfort them.

The ladies weren’t professional actresses and were very shy
about doing it solo. When you look at their interviews, they
talk a lot about their friends. Because they came to South
Korea alone, they must have been lonely. Naturally, the film
developed the structure of two people in conversation. Due
to some circumstances, only eight people climbed up the
mountain. Two pairs already knew each other, and two pairs
met for the first time. In the case of KIM Mi-kyeong, her
father was a broadcaster, and she also had TV appearances
in North Korea. I didn’t need to prepare any questions or
topics for them. The ladies brought questions and asked
each other. Like Factory Complex , Ryeohaeng is a story of
solidarity.

I think that the audience will understand the title of the film
'ryeohaeng' is the North Korean word for journey and why they climb
a mountain.

memorable line, “When women get together, they can overcome any

There is one more thing you should consider. The two Koreas
have been in a state of division for almost 70 years. One
people, divided on the peninsula. Until the two Koreas are
united, or at least people can freely travel across the border,
everyone in North and South Korea is on a journey.

difficulty.”

by HUH Nam-woon (Film Critic) | photographed by OH Gye-ok

When they finished climbing, they sang together, uttering the
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Korea celebrates a century of cinema

Director NA Wun-kyu; The newspaper article on
Danseongsa, where Fighter for Justice was shown;
Nokseng, the first movie magazine of the Joseon Dynasty.
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A leader in the industry and the fourth largest film
market in the world (Source: IHS Markit’s “2018 Top
20 International Box Office Markets – All Films”).
Korean cinema is celebrating its centennial. This
year marks the 100th anniversary of the screening
of Director KIM Do-san’s film Fight for Justice ,
the first domestic film to be produced and screened
using only Korean capital. The film premiered at
Danseongsa Theater on October 27, 1919. In 1962,
this day was designated as National Film Day, and
this year, the entire Korean film industry is busy
organizing programs and festivals to celebrate
the one-hundredth year of Korean cinema. The
Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has organized The
Committee of Korean Film 100 Years (which will
be referred to as “the Committee” in this article) for
the centenary anniversary celebrations, which is
co-chaired by actress CHANG Mi-hee and Director
LEE Jang-ho. OH Seok-geun, the chairperson of
the Korean Film Council (KOFIC), have joined the
Committee as vice chairperson, and the actor AHN

Sung-ki is the Committee’s public relations head. The Committee,
which brings together members of both the private and public sectors,
aims to “organize a forum to celebrate the centenary of Korean cinema
by paying homage to Korean films and filmmakers, and by organizing
events where movie lovers can join in the festivities.” The Committee is
calling attention to the past century while preparing for the next one
hundred years of Korean cinema through a collection of public relations
projects, film productions, academic publications, and exhibitions.

100 years recorded on 100 screens
The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has lined up several projects for
the centenary, most notably the project “100X100,” which is a collection
of one hundred films, each one hundred seconds long, directed by one
hundred Korean filmmakers. This project is helmed by Director MIN
Kyu-dong, (Herstory, 2018), the President of the Directors Guild of
Korea (DGK), and showcases the works of some of the biggest names in
live-action, animation and documentary filmmaking. It is notable that
the committee consists of fifty female directors and fifty male directors,
a move made to draw more attention to the uniquely talented female
directors whose importance is rapidly growing within the industry.
KIM Jong-ho, who is overseeing the events KOFIC has prepared for
the 100th anniversary, explains, “We received thirty-three to thirtyfour recommendations from three organizations, namely, the Directors
Guild of Korea, the Korean Film Directors’ Society, and the Association
of Korean Independent Film and Video. We were able to ensure
that there would be an equal number of male and female directors
participating in the 100X100 project by requesting that organizations
with many female members within their ranks recommend ample
numbers of women filmmakers in case other groups fell short.” The
first film of the 100X100 series is BACK by Director KANG Hyoungchul (Sunny, 2008; Swing Kids , 2018). The short film documents staff
members busy at work behind the scenes during film festivals. It was
followed by The Weight of 100 Won by Director LEE Jeong-hyang (The
Way Home , 2002), Leading Fox Award by Director CHANG Hyungyun (The Satellite Girl and Milk Cow, 2014), Congratulations Korean

Cinema by Director YOON Ga-eun (The House of
Us , 2019), and 2039: The Korean Federation by
Director KIM Han-min (Roaring Currents , 2014).
The project also showcases the works of budding
directors such as Homage by Director YU Eunjeong (Ghost Walk , 2019) and I Agree to the Above
by Director KIM Bo-ram (For Vagina’s Sake , 2018).
Production is nearly complete. Two videos will be
released per day until October 18th via the Korean
Film 100 Years Committee’s official social media
channels, Youtube (https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCmfGBq08AmAJnONJfEanMYA) and
KT Olleh TV. The Committee will first present the
films to the public online before combining them
to form an omnibus film. A documentary titled
“Korean Film’s 100 Year History Commemoration
Documentary” is also undergoing production,
with the goal of “documenting important events
and figures in Korean cinema over the past one
hundred years in an effort to better understand the
past and present and to forecast the future.” The
documentary, a two-part series with both episodes

Best Scene Finding
Social Media Event for
Korean Film 100 Years
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running for fifty minutes, is due for completion by the end of the year.

Looking to the past, preparing for the future
Another interesting project is “100 Key Scenes in Korean Cinema
over the Past 100 years,” an exhibition that introduces visitors to one
hundred key moments in Korean film history between the 1900s and
2019. This exhibit is significant because it takes into account various
aspects of Korean cinema history, including art, technology, industry,
politics, culture, women, diversity, audience, theater, overseas exchange
and popularity. The events to be included in the project were selected
by twenty members of the Committee, senior film studies researchers
and independent film creators. The content was made available on the
group’s official website (www.kofic.or.kr/koreanfilm100years), Facebook,
Instagram and other official social media channels on July 19. The
exhibit addresses a variety of historic aspects of Korean cinema,
beginning with the first Korean movie filmed by Burton HOLMES in
1901 and its first official screening held at the Dongdaemun Motion

Picture Gallery in 1903. The exhibit also covers
the publication of the first art and film magazine
Noksung, the greatest star of the silent movie era
NA Wun-kyu, filmmaking during the Korean War,
and the history of Korean Youth Cinema. The
exhibit concludes with an introduction to Parasite ,
which won Palm d'Or at the Cannes Film Festival in
2019. CHO Young-jung, a committee member of the
Special Sub-Committee for Academic Publications
at KOFIC, states, “with 200 million moviegoers
filling theaters in Korea each year, the public must
be granted easy access to information about Korean
cinema. The goal of Korean Film 100 Years News is
to create a textbook on Korean film history that is
reader friendly and readily accessible to the public.”
The monograph is set to be published in October.
The Korean Film Archive (KOFA), which digitally
restores classic Korean films, will be restoring
the 1949 film, A Hometown in Heart (1949). Since
2007, the Archive has restored fifty-one Korean
films, including Director SHIN Sang-ok’s Bound
by Chastity Rule (1962), Director KIM Ki-young’s
The Housemaid (1960), Director SHIN Sang-ok’s
Prince Yeonsan (1962), Director LEE Doo-yong’s
The Last Witness (1980) and Director YU Hyunmok’s An Aimless Bullet (1961). A Hometown in
Heart , directed by YOUN Yong-gyu and starring
CHOI Eun-hee, is a film about a young monk who
longs for his mother. Korea’s Cultural Heritage
Administration recognizes the film as Registered
Cultural Heritage No. 345. The committee explains
that restoration efforts are being carried out

100 Second Short Films made by 100 Korean directors
to celebrate 100 years of Korean Cinema
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because, “inter-Korean cultural and cinematic
exchange is more important now than ever, and A
Hometown in Heart is one of the most significant
works in both North and South Korea’s cinematic
history.” The KOFA plans to hold a screening next
year after digital restoration is complete.
Academic and research projects are also being
actively pursued. First, an international conference,
“Global Korean Cinema: A Century of Thinking
Through and Beyond Celluloid Lights” will be
held from October 23 to 25 at the LW Convention
Center at Seoul Station. The topic of discussion
will be the birth and origins of Korean cinema. In
addition, the “Study of the Agenda for the Next 100
years,” is being conducted to forecast the direction
Korean cinema must take for the next century. The
Manager of Public Relations Office of KOFIC KIM
Jong-ho explains, “This study will research and
record the past and present of Korean cinema so
that we can be prepared for the next one hundred
years.” Researchers interviewed focus groups
from various fields of the film industry, who spoke
about the commercial, artistic and human side of
filmmaking. These researchers are collecting and
categorizing key trends in each area of the industry
and will analyze the data with an eye to the future.
The results of this study will be published in
December.

Back to the Audience
Plans are also underway to make Korean cinematic
masterpieces available to both domestic and foreign
audience members. Starting in October, special
screenings will be hosted by Korean diplomatic
missions in six countries across the world, namely
the Korean Cultural Centers in China (Shanghai),
Belgium, Germany, Colombia, Russia and
Argentina. These screening are tailored to appeal to
the local population.
Domestic special screenings have been taking place
at major international film festivals since April.
The Jeonju International Film Festival organized
two special sections on Korean film: “100 Years
of Korean Cinema,” a collection of Korean films
from the twentieth century, and “Wild At Heart,” a
compilation of ambitious films from the twenty-first

100
Official Poster to celebrate 100 years of Korean Cinema

century. The Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival took a look
at the roots of Korean fantasy films through the program “A Crazy
Chronicle of Korean Genre Cinema.” The Jecheon International Music
and Film Festival featured “100 Years of Korean Cinema, Songs of the
Times” to commemorate the centenary of Korean cinema by screening
a collection of Korean musical films. The Seoul International Women’s
Film Festival introduced “Special Exhibition of 100 Years of Korean
Cinema: 100 Years of Faces.” The DMZ International Documentary
Film Festival also organized a special exhibition, “Topographical Map
of Asia: 50 Eyes of Korean Documentaries” which informs the viewer
about the history and achievements of Korean documentaries. The
Busan International Film Festival selected ten films for “The 100 Year
History of Korean Cinema, 10 Great Korean Films” showcase.
The celebrations will peak with the “Korean Film 100 Year Festival”
which will be held on October 26 and 27 in Gwanghwamun Square.
Preparations are underway for the celebration, which will include
performances, exhibitions, film screenings and VR viewings. There
will also be a time capsule sealing ceremony. The time capsule will
contain the digital files of one hundred momentous events that took
place during the past one-hundred years of Korean cinema, based
on the opinions of the general audience and various groups in the
film industry. The Committee explains, “We are planning to arrange
various outdoor events during which filmmakers and audiences can
interact.” The goal is to “pay respect to the past, to celebrate present
successes, and to discuss the future of Korean cinema.”
by SONG Soon-jin(Film Journalist)
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SPECIAL

DONE
WITH STYLE!
Trends in Korean Cinema̒s Action Scenes
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Action in Korean cinema has evolved in multiple ways. As the film industry gets larger with morebig budget
films over KRW 10 billion (USD 8 million), we often see grand battle action scenes in period dramas, with a
focus on realism in terms of scale. As film genres become diverse, more action elements are incorporated
into daily situations in disaster and comedy films. Some films try outrageous settings and exaggerated
expressions to deliver gun fights and combats. Some foreign films pay homage to the particular action styles
of Korean thrillers and noir films. In this context, it is worth to highlight the recent trend of action scenes in
Korean films that keep trying new action choreographies and directions. This special feature will cover the
variety and progresses of action scenes in Korean cinema.
by KIM Hye-seon (Film Journalist)
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Overwhelming Realism
Battle scenes in
THE GREAT BATTLE
THE BATTLE: ROAR TO VICTORY
BATTLE OF JANGSARI
The highest-grossing South Korean film is Roaring Currents , an epic
action-war film based on the historical Battle of Myeongnyang led by
Admiral Yi Sunshin. This kind of war film with a vast production
cost seeks to prove its commercial value by ramping up its spectacle.
The nature of the story required a large scale of narrative, emotion,
and image because it was about the life and death of individuals but
also a whole nation. Korean war films usually highlight a particular
historical battle or war. Many films have depicted the tragedy of
the Korean War and the independence fighters during the Japanese
colonial period. Some battles of the Joseon Dynasty and the ancient
times were also made into films. The resistant spirit and relentless
will in spite of tragedy uplift the emotions of the audience. The latest
war films—The Great Battle , The Battle: Roar to Victory, and Battle of
Jangsari — cover the battles during the Goguryeo period, the Japanese

The Great Battle
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colonial era, and the Korean War, respectively.
The three films offer the spirit of resistance and
spectacle as well as the cinematic pleasure only war
films can provide.
The Great Battle , released in 2018, is a very modern
and stylish period drama. With the massive budget
of KRW 22 billion (USD 19 million), the film
poured enormous resources into the four battle
scenes. The film retraces the victorious battle of
the Ansi Fortress, where General Yang Manchun
and his Goguryeo troops fought against hundreds
of thousands of Tang soldiers. Nearly half of the
running time consists of battle scenes. Action
choreographer JANG Jae-wook says, “I aimed to
show a certain scale of action.” He explained that
the film mobilized the highest number of martial
artists. Compared to other action films, the film

Battle of Jangsari

spent almost twice as much budget for action
scenes. Even though it is a period drama, the
film has a young and stylish feel because director
KIM Kwang-sik intended to portray the historical
action scenes in a modernway. That is why the film
displays camera work techniques and editing styles
often used in Hollywood action blockbusters. JANG
adds, “Not only in war films but in every genre, the
action is all about idea and concept. You should offer
a massive sense of scale to satisfy the audience.”

The core of visual spectacles
The Battle: Roar to Victory, released in the summer
of 2019, is the story of the Battle of Fengwudong
in Manchuria, China in 1920, when the Korean
independence militias defeated the Japanese
Imperialist army for the first time. The militias won
the impossible battle through guerilla warfare and
ambush tactics. The film focuses on representing
speed and strategies relying on the topography. The
audience can feel the speed when actors run in full
speed. The aerial shot of militias running along
the ridge and the long, wide-angle action scenes
imbue the film with much realism. Rather than
trying to look cool with camerawork and editing, the
director completed the scenes with the hard work
and efforts of actors and crew members. Action
choreographer KIM Min-soo says, “Our goal was to
make a realistic war film with an accurate depiction
of independence militias rather than a cool war
film. Bombing and gunfights are essential elements
of action in war films. However, if you stick to
them, the film gets boring. To make an intriguing
film, action scenes should go hand to hand with
the characters’ emotions.” In the film, a special

The Battle: Roar to Victory

weapon reveals the personality of a character. KIM explains that he
paid special attention to the sword-wielding action scenes of Hae-cheol
(played by YOO Hae-jin). Surely, physical action makes the film much
more energetic. In most war films, details become more visible through
characters.
Finally, Battle of Jangsari , released on September 25, 2019, uses an
approach similar to The Battle: Roar to Victory. The film is the story
of 772 student soldiers whose average age was 17. They had only two
weeks of training before the Battle of Jangsari, a diversion operation
planned to ensure the success of Operation Chromite during the
Korean War in 1950. When a film deals with recent history, not a
distant one, it usually focuses on reality rather than imagination.
This film also pursues realism in its action scenes. Action director KO
Hyun-woong says, “Basically, we didn’t want to portray the battle of
student soldiers like other action films. The main point of the action
choreography was to avoid exaggerations.” He added, “For example,
in scenes featuring explosions, we usually use wires to make the
casualties fly away. Here we didn’t use any wire. When a man is shot,
he falls to the ground without any big motion. We wanted to reveal the
brutal reality of battle grounds without exaggeration.”
The style of action changes with the nature and goal of the film.
The same goes for war films. The direction, scale, and tone of action
scenes are determined by the main points of the film such as reality,
imagination, and style. Korean war films keep trying to reach a bigger
scale and more diverse styles. The representation of historical battles in
a war film is different from a documentary because it offers cinematic
moments. Action is at the core of those cinematic moments and visual
spectacles. More overwhelming, more realistic, and also much safer.
With this in mind, the action scenes in war films keep evolving.
by LEE Juhyun (Cine21 Reporter)
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Reacting
to the Spaces

Human-sized Action Scenes in
TRAIN TO BUSAN
EXTREME JOB
EXIT

“It’s realistic!” “That looks real.” These would be some of the praises
any action film would like to receive. There are specific ways to make
scenes realistic. To be meticulously integrated, action scenes need to
experiment with various techniques, such as how to stage the general
flow of the action and how to arrange the shots. However, one thing is
more important than technical perfection: the harmony of action and
reaction. An action scene is a dialogue of bodies. When you talk about
action and reaction, you usually focus on balance. Once you broaden
your perspective, you can see that there is more to that balance. The
secret to enhancing the realism is to portray the reaction to a place.
How does a person react to a particular situation or place? You can
raise the realism by focusing on the question.
Recently, Korean films have shown various kinds of action scenes set
in ordinary locations. Action films usually portray a society through
action scenes based on their settings. For example, TRAIN TO BUSAN

(2016) by YEON Sang-ho is a zombie outbreak
action film. Its primary setting is a KTX train
(Korea Train Express). Every country operates its
railway system, and Koreans are familiar with
KTX. The style and type of action in a train are
determined by details, including the exterior shape,
the size of interior spaces, the length of the aisle,
and the dividers of compartments. The narrative
of TRAIN TO BUSAN seems to follow a path
that goes through the train from one end to the
other end. In a way, the structure reminds us of
Snowpiercer by BONG Joon Ho, a sci-fi film set in
an ice age. In BONG’s film, each passenger car has
a unique design. However, in TRAIN TO BUSAN ,
the train has nothing special. This helps reveal
the present realities of Korea through the action
scenes. For example, when passengers are killed by
zombies in the car No.15, the scene is depicted like a
retribution against selfish people. In that sequence,
an essential element is the train door that people

EXIT
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Extreme Job

TRAIN TO BUSAN

can open manually. The door we often use becomes
a key factor for the film’s action.

Action created by the mundane and
the emergency
The same goes with Extreme Job (2018) by LEE
Byoung-heon, a comedy-action film on undercover
narcotics detectives. The film’s action is mostly
extravagant and enjoyable. A parade of slapstick
action scenes causes a sense of déjà vu because
they seem quite familiar to us. In the first
scene, detectives chase after a suspect up to an
intersection and catch him when he is hit by a town
bus. A familiar item at an unexpected moment
brings about laughs and fresh feelings. Director

LEE explains, “Usually, detective dramas focus on the sense of justice
of public officials or the heroic act of a civilian. Extreme Job shows
how detectives fight against a gang to defend small shop owners,
which makes the film much interesting and enjoyable.” In the film,
most events take place in self-owned shops and restaurants. The film
precisely divides the space where daily life occurs and the one where
detectives’ operations take place to make the audience relate to the
story better. In the big fight sequence at the pier, the film clearly shows
powerful genre action scenes. However, the director smartly mixes the
action with mundane details so that the action looks more realistic.
Meanwhile, a film completely merges action and banal situations.
Under the copy of “100% pure disaster film”, EXIT (2019) shows the
peak of daily situation-based action. Especially, the film cleverly uses
space. Under the format of a disaster film, the film arouses a unique
mood based on the deep understanding of Korean cities. In a city
covered with unidentified gas, two people from the same rock-climbing
club run on top of buildings to escape. The summary shows a perfect
combination of the special event of disaster and the reality of Korean
society. As the title Exit says, the film focuses on escape. People in the
film have to escape from places we are familiar with, not from some
imaginary locations. Familiar places make the film’s action more
realistic. Director LEE Sang-geun says, “I wanted to show how clumsy,
common people endure the hardship.” Actors climb the buildings by
stepping on glittering signs outside buildings. Students escape from
academic institutes at night. The film tries to persuade the audience
with probable actions and situations. Korean films have attempted to
reflect the society by portraying everyday situations. Space is a good
tool for portraying action. Actions based on everyday situations turn
the cinematic space into the space we are familiar with in reality.
by SONG Kyoung-won(Cine21 Reporter)
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Purely Bold!

Stylish action sequences like gunfights and Brawls in
THE VILLAINESS
THE GANGSTER, THE COP, THE DEVIL
TAKE POINT
BELIEVER
THE DIVINE FURY

Film John Wick: Chapter 3-Parabellum (2019)
showed new possibilities for Hollywood action
films. It wasn’t just another opus in the series.
The film claimed to mark thereturn of Hollywood
action films, which had been eclipsed by superhero
franchises. The John Wick series is purely actionoriented with characters pulling the trigger before
asking anything. The series focuses on a parade
of actions, including gunfights, fistfights, car
chases, and running fights. This can be explained
by the background of Chad STAHELSKI who is a
stuntman and film director. As an action-directing
master, he knows how to put together various action
sequences for different genres and situations. A
Korean film is among his long list of references. It is
The Villainess (2017).

The Start of Stylish Action, The Villainess

Believer
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Director STAHELSKI said, “The Villainess by
JUNG Byung-gil is one of my favorite films. My
motorcycle action sequence is an homage and
tribute to the film.” His words confirm that Korean
action films have advanced to the next level. After
the ax scene in Old Boy (2003), action has been one
of the main genres in Korean cinema. High-quality,
rough fights in the dark and heavy atmosphere are
Korea’s characteristic actions, especially in noir and
thriller films. As more Korean actors made in roads
into Hollywood, like LEE Byung-hun in G.I. Joe:
The Rise of Cobra (2009), Korean stunt teams and
action styles have gained more chance to work in
Hollywood. For ten years, Korean action films have
diversified their styles. The Villainess kickstarted
that change.
In John Wick: Chapter 3-Parabellum , John Wick

leaves New York while riding a horse on the road and returns while
fighting against killers on a motorcycle. The acrobatic action on the
fast-running motorcycle was one of the most memorable scenes in The
Villainess . Stuntman-turned-director JEONG added stylish movements
to actions to complete various action scenes. The film’s storyline is as
simple as that of John Wick . Sook-hee (KIM Ok-vin) is raised to be a
killer and crushes the gang for revenge. Every story and character of
the film exists for action. Thus, the film is full of unprecedented action
scenes. Especially, the 10-minute long-take sequence at the opening
powerfully captures the audience’s attention through the first-person
perspective. Cinematographer PARK Jung-hun says, “The director

wanted to make sequences such as the intro,
the motorcycle action in the middle, and the bus
action at the end all in one cut. Hollywood might
have chosen CG, but we chose live actions.” The
combination of camerawork and action has made
rhythmic movements and unexpected pleasures.

Extreme exaggeration and repetition
The Villainess created its style through the flow
and harmony of actions. Meanwhile, Believer
(2018) by LEE Hae-young presents another style
through the mise-en-scène and atmosphere of space.
As a remake of Hong Kong crime thriller Drug
War by Johnnie TO, the film doesn’t limit itself
to the crime genre. Rather than being bound to a
country, the film pursues a stateless space to show
its originality. Director LEE created a completely
foreign environment as if he wanted to keep a
The Villainess
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distance from other crime thrillers. Detective Won-ho (CHO Jin-woong)
is determined to catch Mr. Lee, the leader of Asia’s largest drug ring.
After an explosion at the drug manufacturing site, he strives to find
the veiled leader. In his search, the detective confronts gang members
while he works with Rak (RYU Jun-yeol), a low-level gang member
who is the sole survivor of the explosion. The director cleverly portrays
diverse characters through visual images, music, and space. The fiery,
hot-tempered man, Jin Ha-rim (KIM Joo-hyuk) is seen in locations
filled with vivid, saturated colors while the icy cold man, Brian (CHA
Seung-won) is surrounded with achromatic colors that suppress the
character. The film doesn’t need much extreme violence and action.
As a drug-related film, there are gunfights and body actions but they
are portrayed in a reserved way. While other crime thrillers focus
on reality, Believer tries to break the reality and highlight its style.
Sequences become stylish when a decisive action is added to extremely
exaggerated spaces, outfits and characters.
Meanwhile, a film has become a collection of clichés by putting all the
typical expressions. If you put many obvious things together to the
limit, it can make the film original in itself. That is the case with The
Gangster, The Cop, The Devil by LEE Won-tae. In fact, the film fits

the category of “Don LEE’s film.” To be precise, the
film is at the crossroads of Don LEE’s action style
and the trope of bad guys running after other bad
guys. After his bulldozer-like action in TRAIN
TO BUSAN , Don LEE has become an action icon.
Some criticize his repetitive pattern, but he has left
an unparalleled mark. In general, characters are
at the heart of an action film. When a character
becomes the narrative and probable cause, it makes
the character an action star. Think of the Western
action hero Clint EASTWOOD or the legendary
killer John WICK. Don LEE knows how to utilize
his proven image of a ruthless fighter. He has shown

Take Point
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The Divine Fury

similar but long-lasting images in films such as The
Neighbors (2012), KUNDO: Age of the Rampant
(2014), TRAIN TO BUSAN (2016), THE OUTLAWS
(2017), Along with the Gods: The Last 49 Days
(2018), and Unstoppable (2018). When you portray a
film’s overall image with an actor’s signature style,
you can leave a much clearer action style.

Creative perspectives and ideas
Some films have tried completely new approaches.
Take Point (2018) by KIM Byung-woo and The
Divine Fury (2019) by Jason KIM attempted
fresh interpretations and applications of genre
conventions. Take Point uses a brilliant idea of
combining film with video games. In his previous
film The Terror, LIVE (2013), he used various
points of view in a closed space. In his new film,
he expanded the scale of action and events.
While a secret inter-Korean meeting is held in
the underground bunker, a multinational private
military group commissioned by CIA becomes
entangled in a conspiracy. With this simple plot, the
film presents creative ideas with the first-person
perspective like in video games, and innovative
drone action sequences. Each gunfight is captured
from different camera angles, ranging from the first
person perspective to the drone’s perspective. You
can see the rhythm of perspectives. The director
actively uses limited perspectives and angles, and
defines them as an “experience-based action”, not a
viewing-based action. About the raid operation at
the meeting, cinematographer KIM Byung-seo says,
“The action was intended to replace the perspective

The Gangster, The Cop, The Devil

of hunter with the fear of game.” Action scenes in the film are slightly
different from realistic or exaggerated action sequences. You can
call the bold cinematic representation of the first-person video game
perspective as an “angle-based action.”
The Divine Fury by Jason KIM is based on the occult horror genre
but also includes several other genres. Compared to horror-based
occult films, the film claims to be a Korean action occult. A martial
arts champion helps a priest and exorcist to fistfight against a devil.
This brilliant concept makes the combination of two irrelevant genres
possible. The idea of chasing demons with fists, not with a traditional
exorcism, sounds like a Hollywood fantasy with a dark hero. Fighting
scenes are portrayed with surreal actions full of special effects,
makeups and CG. The film’s action scenes range from mere body action
to daring action sequences close to graphic novels. The fiery fists of
Yong-hu (PARK Seo-jun) are complete with “a special light equipment
developed by the lighting director and the light company and shooting
in the pre-calculated light effect.”
A genre can become a good guide to help the audience understand a
film better. But it becomes a suffocating wall like a puzzle with obvious
answers. Only unique, bold imagination can break the wall. As of
2019, Korean action films attempt to work with different genres and
create various action styles. In the category of action, each sequence is
different in approach, direction, technique, etc. A style shines when it
is difficult to include it in a category. Currently, many creative styles
are in full bloom through Korean action films.
by SONG Kyoung-won (Cine21 Reporter)
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Into the Days of the Past
Newtro Spaces in The House of Us ,
House of Hummingbird and Tune in for Love

The House of Us , a Fantastic Living Space
“Newtro” is a Korean portmanteau word of the words
“new” and “retro” that refers to a tendency to enjoy the
retro style in a new way. And the so-called “newtro fever”
is sweeping across Korean cinema. House of Hummingbird
and Tune in for Love invite us into the landscapes of the
1990s, and The House of Us with its “warm, vintage feel”
is filled with nostalgia for pre-digital times. Let us take a
closer look at the spaces of memories in these three films.
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Ha-na (KIM Na-yeon) is worried about her parents who
argue all the time. Two sisters, Yoo-mi (KIM Si-a) and
Yoo-jin (JOO Ye-rim), are frequently left alone when their
parents go away on business trips. Set in two houses, The
House of Us is the story of the friendship among these girls.
The interior of Ha-na’s house was shot in Ilsan, Gyeonggi
Province, while the exterior was shot in Gugi-dong, Seoul.
The two sisters’ rooftop house was shot in Seongbuk-dong,
the courtyard in Jeongneung, and the front staircase in

The House of Us

Okin-dong in Seoul. The film’s producer, KIM Se-hoon cited
“sentiments” as the main reason for selecting these locations.
In Seoul’s old residential areas, where various forms of
housing can be found, she felt that the locations, imbued
with “a sense of everyday life” thanks to many long-term
residents, were in tune with the overall ambience of the film.
The cinematographer KIM Ji-hyun explained, “Although
set in the present, the story was inspired by the director’s
own childhood experiences, so I went for places that retained
many traces of the old times.” The rooftop house is the focal

point in the film. It is where the children live in the absence
of grown-ups. Since it is a calm and peaceful place, the
cinematographer used amber tone lights resembling sunlight
to show how much Ha-na and the two sisters are attached to
it, filling the space with energy and positivity. This explains
why all the scenes in the rooftop house take place during
daytime. In particular, KIM tried to create a more fantastic
atmosphere by using a telephoto lens for the rooftop house
and conveyed retro sensibilities with the help of classical
photography lenses from the 1970s made by Carl Zeiss and
Nikon.
Also important are the alleyways between the two houses
and the journey to the sea undertaken by the three
girls. The steps that they take have been captured on a
handheld camera. The camera is almost at the eye level of
the kids throughout, and the expected impact is that the
low positioning of the camera will draw grown-ups in the
audience into a whole new world. “I wanted the audience to
feel as if they were walking down the road with the girls,”
said KIM Ji-hyun. Instead of the traditional method of
resting the camera on the shoulder, he used a film equipment
called “cine saddle bag” to maintain the right level. Looking
at the world from children’s perspective and through a lens of
a slightly different color was the secret behind the creation of
such dreamy spaces in The House of Us .

House of Hummingbird , the Realistic Space of Nostalgia
In 1994, the year KIM Il-sung died and the Seongsu Bridge
collapsed, a middle school student named Eun-hee (PARK Jihu) goes about her daily life. Although they live in Daechi-
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dong in Seoul, Eun-hee’s parents are ordinary folks who
run a rice cake store. For that reason, Eunhee’s house is
Daechi-dong’s Eunma Apartment. Director KIM Bora and
cinematographer KANG Kuk-hyun chose to make the film’s
cinematography “as realistic as possible.” In this regard,
Eunma Apartment, currently in line for redevelopment,
aptly transports us back to the 1990s. “That old apartment
complex in Gangnam has enough green spaces and evokes
nostalgia in some ways,” Kim Bora explained. The Chinese
letters cram school where 14-year-old Eun-hee meets Youngji (KIM Sae-byuk) was filmed in a real-life cram school in
Gaepo-dong, Gangnam. The other places in Eun-hee’s sphere
of activity, such as the rice cake store and the stationary
shop, were all shot around different apartment complexes in
Daechi-dong. KANG Kuk-hyun believes that Eun-hee’s story
can be “the story of all of us.” “When I first read the script,
I felt the story was firmly grounded,” he stated. That’s why
he focused on emphasizing reality through cinematography.
“I intentionally ruled out any tricks, emphases, or omissions
that could be caused by the camera.”
The most realistic space in the film is the apartment of Eunhee’s family. Set in Eunma Apartment, the place appears dim
throughout the film. The dark rooms were created based on
the fact that “after returning home from school, many people
do not switch on the lights when they’re alone in the house at
dusk.” The dimness is also a reflection of Eun-hee’s feelings
towards her family. On the other hand, she fully exudes her

“childlikeness” when she is on the trampoline or dances in
the disco. The trampoline scenes are filled with bright rays
of sunlight, and the club scene shot in Myeongwolgwan, an
old club in Hongdae, shows flashy mirror balls. As a result,
these two spaces present Eun-hee with “dazzling moments.”
The Sae Seoul Hospital in Mangwon-dong, which retains its
antique feeling, and the streets lined with trees frequented
by Eun-hee and her boyfriend Ji-wan, all add to the film’s
sense of realism and make us indulge in reminiscence.
KANG Kuk-hyun said that he’d called to mind his own
childhood in filming House of Hummingbird . We, too, will be
able to encounter memories of the bygone days.

Tune in for Love , a Place of Coincidence and Inevitability
Tune in for Love is a melodrama that charts the trajectory
of one couple’s relationship that continues on and off for ten
years between 1994 and 2005. Therefore, the locations in
the film all focus on “the passage of time.” Director JUNG

House of Hummingbird
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Ji-woo said, “I searched for houses, buildings and streets
where images of years gone by remained beautifully intact.”
As a result, the film was shot in Hwasu-dong in Incheon and
several places in Bukchon in Seoul, including Changshindong. The bakery where Mi-su (KIM Go-eun) and Hyeonwoo (JUNG Hae-in) meet for the first time was filmed at the
entrance to Ogeori Alleyway in Hwasu-dong, Incheon—next
to other small stores like a supermarket, a hair salon and a
laundry.
Hyeon-woo’s rented room, where they confirm their feelings
for each other after a long time, is located in Changshin-dong,
where the rows of houses along the foot of the mountain look
pretty run-down. Not only does it convey the old sentiments
of the 1990s and early 2000s, but also it is an apt living space
for a young couple of modest income. The interior was filmed
on an indoor set. The task was not an easy one, however.
The film’s art director BAE Jun-su explained that he worked
under the principle of “realism.” That’s why the set was built
on the scale of an actual room. The intention of the director
was “not to lose a sense of realism” as he believed that it was
the best way to convey the true feelings of his characters.
The presence of alleyways also plays an important role
in this film. The narrative depends heavily on “chance
encounters,” which all take place in alleyways. Plus, the
couple shares their first kiss in an alleyway. Although the

Tune in for Love

alleyway outside Hyeon-woo’s rented room was shot in
Changshin-dong in Seoul and Mi-su Bakery in Hwasu-dong
in Incheon, the production team always imagined the two
places to be connected by alleyways. Hyeon-woo runs up the
hill in Bukchon breathlessly in a desperate attempt to call
back Mi-su as she departs in a car. Since that alleyway was
too narrow for a tow car to enter, dozens of canoeists and
track-and-field athletes were hired to run in pairs holding
cameras. The result is the highlight of the film’s depictions of
alleyways. In addition, Tune in for Love features scenes from
markets and second-hand bookstores in places like Gahoedong and Nagwon Arcade in Seoul—which all seem old yet
warm much like one’s first love.
by Agnes PARK (Film Columnist)
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

A Timely Turning Point

LIM Yoona
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© SM Entertainment

Eui-ju (played by LIM Yoona from Girls’ Generation aka
SNSD) looks so much like the lyrics of the group’s songs. The
girls “didn’t wait for a miracle on the rough road before them.
Despite the unknown future and obstacles, they didn’t give
up” (lyrics from “Into the New World”). With their energy and
bright spirits, they have encouraged each other and people
around the world, saying, “This is nothing at all. Let’s turn
the world upside down” (lyrics from “Way to Go”). When a
political scandal erupted over former President Park in 2016,
the students of Ewha Womans University sang “Into the
New World” together in hope and solidarity. Considering that
LIM Yoona is a member of the group, her role of assisting
people in the film Exit seems even more convincing. When
a fire breaks out, she first sounds the alarm to evacuate
the guests from the wedding hall. She notices that Yongnam (played by JO Jung-suk) could use his climbing skills
to go up the building and tosses him a bundle of chalk. The
quick-witted man teaches the isolated people how to send
the Morse code SOS to a rescue helicopter. When Eui-ju and
Yong-nam are left behind, they don’t give up but keep moving
forward, sending a message of hope to young people. The film
doesn’t try to conceal her innate brave spirit, which is very
rare in the male-centered Korean cinema. Usually, female
characters are portrayed as assistants of men, if they are not
just barely noticeable. Though some films tried to reverse
the gender roles and focused on women’s independence,
people criticized that it looked like the women were forcing
themselves to imitate men. In this film, LIM Yoona takes
away all the concern and doubt through her uplifting energy.
As an entertainment film both in terms of genre and gender,
the film successfully overcomes the banal cliché that strong
men protect weak women. Her achievement is all the more
significant because she has formed her character through a

singing career spanning more than a decade, in Korea’s harsh
environment of sexist prejudices on girl groups in Korea.
(Note: Though some members of Girls’ Generation didn’t
renew their contracts with SM Entertainment, the company
announced that the group wasn’t disbanded.) She started her
acting career in the TV series Two Outs in the Ninth Inning
in 2007, and was recognized for her acting skills in the film
Confidential Assignment as a sister-in-law who realistically
scolds detective Jin-tae (YOO Hae-jin). Finally, she reached
a crucial inflection point with Exit . From now on, all we
can do is wait and see all the possible synergies that such a
character, the fresh blood the film industry long needed and
that should be put to good use from now on, can create when
it is accompanied with talent.
by Im Soo-yeon (Cine21 Reporter)
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